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Minority
Commission
addresses
university

Change in fee for UCF Card
PADRA SANCHEZ
STAFF WRITER

At the recent Board
Trustees
meeting,
President of Administration
and Finance Division William
Merck proposed the initiation
of an annual fee for the UCF
student identification card.
Currently incoming students pay a one-time fee of
$10 for the card. Not only is
the card proof of attendance
at the university, but it allows
students to check out books,
attend events and use copy
machines. The 'smart chip'
serves as a long distance calling card for students. It also
allows purchases from vending machines, on-campus
merchants, usage of facilities
such as the fitness center and
the ability to open
Huntington Bank account.
This one-time fee, however, is being increased to an
annual fee of $10. Students
can expect to see this take
place fall 2002 and the
increase will be found on the

MATTHEW COBBS
STAFF WRITER

The number of racial minorities
attending UCF has grown to 8,697,
Professor Jose Fernandez said
Wednesday during Diversity Week.
UCF ranks among the top 100
institutions of higher learning for
graduating minority students,
according to Fernandez.
Fernandez said Hispanic students were the most satisfied with
the treatment of minorities at UCF.
He added the Asian-Pacific
Islanders were the least satisfied.
White students often do not consider the treatment of minorities,
Fernandez added.
Fernandez also said the number
of minorities at UCF has almost
doubled in the last 10 years. Jn
1990, minorities made up for 15.9
4~~....
. rcent Df the ·: smde»t .. bo4_y
Fernandez said. In 2000, the nll?lber
rose to 26 percent, Fernandez said.
Shawn Rahmani, a political
science major, said, 'Those results
do not surprise me, but I think too
much attention is paid to this some-

.
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UCF places
third in DOE

contest
EILEEN MARIN
STAFF WRITER
HALEY CABRERA
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Starting in the fall of 2002, students may pay an annual fee for their UCF indentification cards.
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Students reassured of Anthrax precautions
Deichen:
'Students should
be concerned,
but realistic}

CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER

Students at UCF may be
worried about the recent outbreak of Anthrax, but according to Dr. Michael Deichen,

Medical Director at the
Student Health Center, most
worries about contracting the
disease are unfounded.
"Students should be concern.ed, but realistic. Anthrax is
a bacteria tha_t is not spread
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from person to person. Mass
exposure is thought to be very
challenging for terrorists to
achieve. Only very limited
'mail' exposures have taken

A summer's worth of work
came to an end as UCF engineering
students placed third in a
Department of Energy competition
for their inverter project.
"The inverter is a device
which converts DC power, like in a
battery, to AC power like what we
get at our homes," said Joy
Mazumdar, a master student in
electrical engineering.

This- month in 1969, HU
(now um played its first
basketball game, crushing
Massey Institute 99-38.

Applications to become a part
of the orientation team are
beginning to be accepted.

UCF's men's soccer recorded an upset
victory against the South Region's
seventh-ranked South Florida Bulls.

-SEE NEWS, PG. A-4

-SEE SPORTS, PG. B-3
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Other
changes
include an
update for
smart chips

•

•

student fee invoice.
According to the Associate
Vice President for University
Relations Dean McFall, the current charge was simply not
enough to cover services and
software changes on the card.
With plans to update the smart
chip, $10 seems to be a relative
fee. "The smart chip will be the
main means of accessing a variety of services from admission
to events to access to resources,"
said McFall.
For example, to be admitted
to a football game all students
have to do is flash their ID card.
No longer will this be the means
of free admission. The Smart
Card will actually be scanned in
order to prove student status and
protect against expired cards.
The concept
updated student
status keeps track of what year a
student is in school, and prevents non-students from taking
advantage of privileges and
resources that are not theirs.
Right no~ there is no difference between the smart chips on
staff members' cards and those
on student cards. For instance,
Student Government provides
the Orlando Sentinel free of
charge to all students. However,
there is an Activity and Service
fee attached to the distribution of
the papers. The fee is based on
the number of credit hours a student is registered for. To maintain balanced compensatibn and
to keep the fee at minimum,
access to student resources must
be limited to students only. By
having the same card software as
students, staff members are technically able to obtain newspapers from the machines. The differentiation between students
and staff will be one of the
changes seen with next fall's fee
increase.
"Everything increases with
time anyway, like the cost of
things. For only $10, that's a
small fee to pay to make sure
there are privileges and we're
the people who get them," said
junior Melissa Hartman.
But it's not only about privileges. It's about convenience as
well. According to Director of
Business Services Richard
StaJlworth, there will be a web
re-value feature on the Smart
Card. This will allow parents to
add money from their credit card
to their child's Smart Card over
the web. "All of the card readers
in the standing kiosks on campus
will be changed so students can
update their card whenever they
want to," Stallworth said .
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Mailroom workers using gloves
FROM PAGE A-1

place thus
Deichen.
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1 Release toxins as
they multiply in
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Al~hough some have
voiced concerns about the
·occurrence of Anthrax, most
students are not worried
about the disease reaching
UCF.
"I am really not worried
about Anthrax reaching
UCF," said junior Erin
Breen. "This whole thing is
quite strange. There is no
one way to fight it." Bree'n
added, "I think they are
doing the best they know
how at this moment."
According to Deichen,
the possibility of contamination is very low. Deichen
said, "So far, only a very
small number of letters containing anthrax have been
identified. Considering, in
the United States, hundreds
of millions of parcels of
mail are processed daily,
and tens of billions since
9/11, there only appears to
be a· minuscule risk to the
average citizen."
The Student Health
Center is attempting to prevent any type of bioterrorism at UCF. "We are aware

of the signs and symptoms
of anthrax, small pox and
other such diseases. Our
role is early recognition and
reporting to the department
of health, FBI and or CDC,"
said Deichen.
"The CDC maintains a
'National Pharmaceutic al
Stockpile' of drugs/ treatments for bio-terrorism.
They currently hold 2 million 60 day - courses ,of
antibiotics in case of
anthrax exposure and are
mandated to respond within
12 hours, if such need is
identified."
UCF is, however, taking precautions in th~ mailroom of. the university.
Workers in the university
mailroom are on alert, and
mail handlers are wearing
gloves to sort incoming letters.
"My personal view is
that the risk of these bio-terrorism remains low and an
excellent national system is
in place to respond if such
an-events were to occur. We
all need to continue to live
our lives and avoid becoming part of the fear that the
terrorists
desire,"
said
Deichen.

Inverter" Converts DC power to AC
FROM PAGE

A-1

UCF's team won the award for best engineering for the inverter and $5,000. The cash
prize was presented to them at the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineer's (IEEE)
Industry Applications Society Annual
Meeting on Oct. 1.
According. to Joe Strak:ey of the
Department of Energy, UCF's team showed
great skill and capabilities.
"They also had a very small package
with a very high quality voltage waveform one of the better waveforms shown," Strak:ey
said. These features are key to the competition, where the products are judged on compactness, reliability, and cost.

Welcome
to the MAC
Football coach Mike Kruczek
speaks with reporters following
the announcement that UCF ·
football will join the
Mid-American Conference
starting in the 2002 season.
UCF will have an opportunity to
play in the MAC-affiliated Motor
City Bowl in Pontiac, Mich. and
the GMAC Bowl in Mobile, Ala.

JOE KALEITA

I CFF

UCF's inverter placed among
these institutions:
• Texas A&M University - Challenge Award
• Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University - Performance Award
Mazumdar said: "It is basically a unit,
which can help us do away with power companies. Today we still have coal and petroleum, but tomorrow we won't have them anymore. But that doesn't mean life comes to a
standstill. We still need power and it will
come from the sun, wind, water and etc. Our
inverter processes energy available from these

sources and makes it suitable for home use."
The inverter still has to undergo more
improvements. Mazumdar explained: "The
concept has been proven. Now fine tuning has
to be done and the product has to be dressed
up properly before it hits the market."
To Mazumdar's ,knowledge, UCF ·has
never won an award such as this. He said that
the inverter gives new momentum to future
works from UCF and puts UCF in a field
among top institutions.
The inverter team included power electronic research students as well as advisor Dr.
Issa Batarsehand and Dr. Nasser Kutkut of
Powerdesigners, LLC, in Wisconsin. The
team received funding from both UCF and
American Electric Power.

RYAN KRAUSMANN
STAFF WRITER

The orientation office is looking for
"the best of the best" for the 2002 0-Team.
"I want to get the most out of my time
at UCF," said sophomore Ryan Schroeder
about applying for 0-Team. ''This is one of
the best ways to do it."
Hundreds of students have filled out
applications and now the orientation office
is looking for the top 35.
The interview consists of three parts.
First, a large group interview in which all
the students are put into group activities
and judged on their leadership and speaking
abilities. From that, the pool of applicants is
narrowed down to 60. The students, in business attire, then attend two individual interviews, one with the director and assistant
director of the 0-:-Team and the other with
UCF s~ and past 0-Tearn members.
"I learned a lot about myself from the
experience," said Lisa Doornbosch, a past
student Orientation Coordinator. "It helped
me on my speaking skills and I networked
with the Administration and Faculty. After
0-Team, I knew everything there was to
know about this school."
"The thing we are looking for in students is determination," Doornbosch said.
"Students who follow the UCF Creed:
integrity, scholarship, community and
excellence."
What is her advice for students during
the interview? "Just be yourself," she said.
"Everyone thinks 0-Tearners have to be
happy and peppy, but don't try to be some-
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Vincent Geigel, center, and Zach Hoffman attempt lo recruit Heather Smith for the 2002 Orientation Team.
one you're not."
Erin Fernandez, who was a member of
last summer's 0-Tearn, said it helped her
get a part-timejob. "0-Team looks great on
resumes and scholarship applications. It is a
great way to get involved."
"As long as you know the hours and

work that you have to put in," she added, "I
would recommend it to anyone."
Fernandez stills keeps in contact with her
freshman and transfer students through.
phone and e-mail. She can assist them as a
peer advisor with college choices and challenges.

Past 0-Teamers have been Student
Government Presidents, CAB directors,
Mr. UCFs, Homecoming Kings and
Queens and SGA senators. Last year's 0Teamers attended the SROW conference in
Murry, Ky., and a finale retreat in St.
Augustine.

Report commissioned by Hitt
FROM PAGE

A-1

times."
"The minont1es attending
UCF are not here to fill a quota.
They are here because they are
good," Fernandez said.
A study began in the fall of
'99 and set out to review the racial
and ethnic status of UCF.
Fernandez said the goal of the
study was to create a climate
based on respect and appreciation
for racial and ethnic diversity.
Also it should value the contributions of individuals and groups he
said.
Fernandez said opinion polls
were taken which showed minority faculty earn lower salary than
non-minority faculty of equal
degree and experience. Fernandez
said this perception is not accurate because statistics show the
non-minority faculty members
earn less on average. The figures
are slightly condensed because

77 .8 percent of the faculty is nonminority and so there were many
more salaries to average from that
group, Fernandez said.
Fernandez said a multi-racial
and age separated group of individuals conducted the study. ''We
proved the point that we can have
a diverse group working together
and succeed in a goal," Fernandez
said.
Valerie King, the executive
director of the commission said,
"One of the primary goals from
the study is to help create a curriculum to include the interest of
minorities."
Fernandez, an associate dean
for the School of Arts and
Sciences, summarized the findings of the 131-page ''President's
Commission on Status of Racial
and Ethnic Minorities" in his
remarks. The commission included the contributions of two student representatives, one undergraduate and one graduate. ,
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"The potential
possibilities of
any child are
the most intriguing
and stimulating
in all creation:''

The UCF Bookstore
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- Ray L. Wilbur
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* Booh will be
collected through
December 14, 2001.

Bowling shirts
ARE cool!
JUST SEE
THE FUTURE
· CLASSIFIEDS
P6. A-14
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UCF'
The Giving Tree is the UCF Bookstore's way to bring
holiday cfleer to children .less fortunate than yourself.
Every book urchased for the giving tree in the
UCF Bookstore will receive 10% off. Please join in the
Bookstore
holiday spirit and brighten the season for a child.
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Homecoming King member of 0-Team, Greek Mentor
Nathan Holic, right, is
congratulated by last
year's Homecoming
King, Joe Barbito.

STEPHANIE SWEETMAN

Recently
crowned
I-Jomecoming King' Nathan
Holic has a lot on his plate.
He has maintained a
3.8 GPA while being
involved in the UCF
Honors College, Order of
Omega, two honor societies, SGA, first year advising, the 0-Team and Pi
Kappa Phi fraternity.
Melissa Charmchil, an
organizational communications major said: "He is a
such a well-rounded guy.
It's amazing how he is so
involved here at UCF and
remains to have such an
awesome academic record."
His friends know Halie.
as a funny guy who is
always able to put people at

~~~-"""
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Na~han deserved to be

STAFF WRITER

Homecoming King for so
many reasons. He is a great
leader both on campus and
in·the fraternity.

-BRANDON LEE
Halie's Roommate
-

ease. He constantly encourages students to become
involved with campus
activities.
The
title
of
Homecoming
King
is
something Halie intends to
take very seriously. He
said: "My responsibilities
aren't as strenuous or
tedious as some of the posi-

•
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[)o you Jiave a co,d?
Are you confused about what medications you really need
to make it better?
Why not try the cold kit? The cold kit is a combination of
cold medications to help you get better without all the
fuss.

"!'#

tions I've held on campus,
but the fact that people identify me as Homecoming
King means that I am always
a representation of UCF.
Everything I do will have to
reflect that."
Holic's
roommate,
Brandon
Lee,
a
Radio/Television major and
member of Pi Kappa Phi
said: "Nathan deserved to be
Homecoming King for so
many reasons. He is a great
leader both on campus and
in the fraternity. So many
people I know look 'up· to
him."
Holic considers himself
lucky to be a UCF student.
He said, "Just as the school
has grown, I've grown as an
individual and as a leader
while I've been here, and
that's thanks to the faculty,
the other students and the
experiences.I've had."
One of his most rewarding experiences at UCF was
joining the Orientation
Team. "I had an incredible
summer learning about the
university and helping freshmen," Holic said. He said he
enjoyed his first year as an
0-Team member so much
that he did it the next year as
well.
The Advertising/Public
Relations major has been
involved with Pi Kappa Phi
fraternity since his freshman
year. He has been historian,
public relations chairman
and vice-president of the
fraternity. He is also vice
president of public relations
for the governing body of all
men's
fraternities,
the
Interfraternity
Council
(IFC).

•

It contains:
Acetaminophen (Pain Reliever)
Dextromethorphan (Cough Suppressant)
Genaphed (Pseudoephedrine)
Cepacol (Throat Lozenges)
Tissues
Chicken Soup.

All of this for only $5.00
Stop by the Student Health Center Pharmacy to get your cold kit
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Holic has also been an
elections commissioner for
SGA and worked with First
Year Advising as a "Greek
Academic Mentor." In that
. position he helped facilitate
weekly academic seminars
for new Greek students.
After graduation, Holic
said he would like to work in
a field where he can write,
as either a public relations
professional or in a magazine.
"Nathan's love of UCF
and being involved here
makes him an excellent
leader and representative of
UCF as King," said senior
Michael Pigford, MIS major
and president of Pi Kappa
Phi .

·l

Sports Classic brings out comm~nity
Event draws crowd ofover 250
MATTHEW COBBS
STAFF WRITER

The "Play It Again Sports Classic," featuring a 5 K Run and a 10 K Skate, brought
out 250 people to participate, and benefit
Special Olympics on Saturday at UCF.
The 10 K started at 8 a.m. with skaters
beginning at the student union and racing the
scenic track around campus. The 5 K run
came an hour afterwards with slightly larger
numbers participating in it. Medals were
awarded to the top three men and women in
the skate. In the 5 K run, the awards split up
into eight age categories with the top three
finishers in each winning.
Those who participated competed for a
variety of different prizes. The awards distributed came both through raffle and winning
the events. Prizes ranged from gift certificates
to Play It Again stores, sports drinks, t-shirts,
a new $500 K2 bike and two round trip airline
tickets good for the entire United States.
Lori Shadley, a local nurse, skated in the
10 K and later won the K2 bike. ''I enjoyed
the whole event very much. The only flaw
came when we had to stop for traffic during
the race," she said.
This marked the first year of the event
and the turnout surprised event organizers for
various reasons. Sandy Fortin, owner of 44
Play It Again stores in Florida, said although
the turnout was good it could have been better. 'We expected 800 to 1,000 people bgt the
hurricane unfortunately prevented some from
coming out," he said.
Mary Lou Janson, an event organizer
representing the Watters group, thought the
event flowed well and observed certain popularities within it. ''The runners loved the age
categories for awarding. That is something
we definitely will have to do next year," she
said.
The raffle prizes came at the conclusion
of the races. Lesley Lincoln skated in the 10

HALEY CABRERA
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The Play It Again Sports Classic held Saturday
raised $25,000 for the Special Olympics.
K and also won the airline tickets afterward.
'We had a great time, there was a mean pace.
I loved the race and then to win those tickets
was fantastic," she said.
Sandy Fortin organized the event primarily with the help of many other sponsors. He
had the idea to celebrate the 10th anniversary
of ''Play It Again" sports stores in Orlando.
Some others sponsoring the event included:
Cingular Wireless, K2 Sports, Coca-Cola,
Publix, Rollerblade, Hyper Wheels,
ffitrawheels, the Orlando Weekly, Explore
Wheels, Salomon, WQTM 740 AM and
104.1 Real Radio. The corporate tents on
scene featured free massages, rollerblade
wheels, brochures and refreshments. The
event cost $15 to enter and it raised $15,000
to benefit the Special Olympics. Fortin said
they would definitely do it again next year,
hopefully with no hurricane · to affect the
turnout.
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Two hundred fifty people participated in the Play It Again Sports Classic SK run and 1OK skate
Saturday at UCF.

Flexi bi Iity
Enroll today. Work at your own pace.
ENC 1102

Writing About Literature

CRW 1101

Beginning Fiction Writing

EDF 3604

Social Foundations of Education

PUR 3000

Intro. to Public Relations

LAT 1120

Intro. to Latin I

ECO 2023

Principles of Microeconomics

MAC 1105

Bask College Algebra

SYG 2000

Principles of Sociology

All college credit courses are accepted by all state universities in Florida.
Students registered in a state university in Florida must have an advisor's
approval to register. See our website for specific details.
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CONTINUING
EDUCATION

Not iust anyone can be responsible fur territory like this.
Then again, not just anyone con be one of us. But if you're

whether or not you're a leader of Marines. It's a career that's
filled with vnNmited opportun;ties, pride and honor.

exceptionally smart, tough and determined, then Officer

..Marines

Candidates School (OCS} will be the place you can prove

The Few. The PrQud. see if you've 90t what it takes fo lead in this company:

If you want a career that's a world apart from the ordinary,

MARINE OFFICER

Visit Captain Jackson Reese or GySgt Jomes Coleman
on 13-14 November 2qo I at the South Patio/Student Union Bldg·
from 10:-00 om- 2:00 pm or call foll free 1/866/290-2680.
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3050 Alafaya Trai~ suite 1028, Oviedo, Fl. 32765 * (407) 365-1666
( 3/4 mile North of UCF I Mc Culloch Rd, torward Oviedo )
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Professional Facial, Waxing & Nails Care
For Ladies & Gentlemen

If your nails set does not look natural, it's not right
We can fix it, guarantied. You'll be sastified

STAFF WRITER

* No money to Join
*~embership privilege. Always!
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*Get 50% off all services on or B4 your BirthDay*
(Some services required, call or see store for details)
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Think everv travel
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Problems with?
• Landlords
• Name change
• Uncontested
Dissolution

LEGAL
SERVICES

Much like New Orleans has become
known for Mardi Gras, Florida's Key West is
fast becoming known for Fantasy Fest, an
annual Halloween celebration that becomes
increasingly elaborate year by year. Dubbed as
the 'Halloween for Grownups,' Fantasy Fest is
a ten-day festival that takes place at the end of
every October.
Each year, as many as 90,000 people journey to Key West to participate in the festivities
of Fantasy Fest. Using it as an excuse to party,
some UCF students were among the lucky travelers.
"I drove down on Friday with five girls
and this girl's brother," said junior public relations major Jon Warszynski. "We all crammed
into a room at the Comfort Inn, but the hotel
was three miles away from Duval Street and I
had to walk back in the freezing cold at 3 a.m.
after I got separated from everyone."
Key West native and UCF student Gary
Hernandez, senior music and psychology
major, described Fantasy Fest as a cross
between Trinidad's Carnival and Mardi Gras .
Each year, Fantasy Fest is given a different
theme, which is incorporated into all the
events. The theme for Fantasy Fest 2001,
which took place Oct. 19 - 28, was 'Secrets of
the Zodiac, Revealed.' This theme was based
upon the legend that the island chain of the
Florida Keys is in perfect alignment with the
stars.
Hernandez said: "For ten days, there are
all kinds of events that lead up to this huge
parade, which is held on Saturday evening on
Duval street. The parade has Halloween floats
from different organizations, bands and people
in really elaborate costumes. They also name a
king and queen of Fantasy Fest, and everyone
parties in the street all night after the parade.
It's just one big wild excuse to get crazy."
Fantasy Fest 2001 kicked off on Oct. 19
with a Goombay Celebration in Bahama
Village. Other scheduled events throughout the
week included balls, a circus, a talent show,
food fests, costume contests, airbrush competitions and the annual Pet Masquerade and
Parade on Oct. 24 at the Casa Marina Resort.

Hernandez said, "Several thousand people
attend the Pet Masquerade each year, and people get so into it. Some people actually spend
thousands of dollars dressing up their pets, and
you see everything from pot-bellied pigs to
cockatoos, in these really elaborate costumes. I
think the same guy has won every time for the
past few years."
Fantasy Fest has also become notorious for
its atmospheric 'nudity. Warszynski said,
"There were mad naked people everywhere.
The majority of women had their bodies airbrushed. Girls had lions and tigers and bears
painted on their chests, and a lot of stuff was
definitely celebrating sex."
He added: "There's always the occasional
non-painted naked person running around,
along with some flashers in trench coats.
Although the 'show boobs for beads' theme has
become increasingly pQpular over the past few
years, Fantasy Fest is still much more naked
than Mardi Gras."
Shanel Pazo, a freshman communicative
disorders major who also grew up in Key We~t,
said that the people who don't have their bodies painted are either dressed in extravagant
costumes or dressed in really _nice clothes.
"Some people really go all out," said
Hernandez. "You see stuff like costumes with
Peacock feathers that branch out twenty
feet. .. really creative and expensive stuff."
Sunday, which is always the day after the
Parade, is dubbed as 'children's day'. Pazo
said, "Everyone takes their kids to Baby Park,
where they have free games and events all day
long that are specifically geared toward children. They have stuff like pumpkin carving,
foods, costume contests and bands."
Freshman business major Kristen Scott,
who also attended Fantasy Fest 2001, said that
Fantasy Fest this year was just as crowded as
previous years, despite all the anthrax threats
and warnings of this year. "It was packed on
Saturday night," Warszynski added. "The drive
home on Sunday was a nightmare, with everyone trying to leave."
Warszynski said that his favorite part
about Fantasy Fest was that everyone was
"cool" in Key West. "Unlike Guavaween in
Tampa, I didn't see any fights at Fantasy Fest.
I didn't see the cops arrest anyone the whole
time we were there, either," he said.
Warszynski said, "The security there was
terrible, because no one ever checked our bags
or our I.D.s ... but how can anyone expect there
to be good security with 90,000 people in one
place? Regardless of how safe it was, we had
a blast."

t

Need?
• .A will
• Insurance
• Contracts
• Police

•
Student Legal Services provides students with
assistance in selected areas of law such as
landlord/tenant, consumer, chapter 7 bankruptcy,
criminal, traffic, & uncontested dissolutions. Qualified
students can receive consultation and representation

FREE OF CHARGE!
For additional information, contact
Student Legal Services.

407-823-2538, SRC 155.
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/~stulegal

Funded by A&SF as allocated by Student Government.
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This year's theme was
'Secrets of the Zodiac,
Revealed'
LINNEA BROWN

•

"

UCF students trek to Key
West for Fantasy Fest

What's in the library
The following items will be on·display in the-library in November:
• Inner Space: Art Odyssey 2001. by Judith Segall and Women's Caucus for Art
Florida Chapter
• In the Aftermath of Desert Storm, by Scott A. Shorr, Assistant Director. Veterans
Affairs
• Islam: Strength in Diversity, by Ambreen Saikh, Muslim Stud_ent Association
• Women and Aging, by Dr. Richard Tucker, Professor, Department of Psychology
• Garden of Remembrance, by Dr. Leslie Ellie, UCF Retirement Association
• Cypress Dome, by David Smith, Associate Editor of Cypress Dome

.--------------Around Campus
COMPILED BY

Third Annual Community Nursing
Center Day

BECKI PANOFF AND
ADAM SHIVER

Bomb-scare
A bomb-scare hoax followed by what
proved to be innocuous white powder
found on fluorescent light ballasts caused
Millican Hall to be evacuated twice
between 12:49 p.m. and 2:40 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 1.
Millican Hall, UCF's administrative
center, was first evacuated by UCF police
.following two phoned, non-specific bomb
threats, one to the switchboard and another to a Millican Hall administrative office.
The phoned information indicated the
bomb would be triggered around 1 p.m. At
about 1:40 p.m., police allowed employees to return to the building, only to have
the building evacuated again within minutes due to the white powder report by a
maintenance worker.
Fire officials quickly determined that
the powder was dust flaked off of ceiling
tiles. The building's occupants returned to
work for the remainder of the day.

-DEAN MCFALL
University Relations

Undergraduate and graduate students
from the School of Nursing will be presenting a poster symposium with
overviews of their Community Nursing
Center projects on Nov. 7. Presentations
will be on display from 12 - 2 p.m. in The
Atrium of the College of Health and
Public Affairs
Students will be available to answer
questio.Q.s and share information on their
projects and outcomes from 12 - 1 p.m.

"Torchy" Clark guest speaker
at Hoops Against Hunger
Basketball Mini-Camp
Young basketball enthusiast will have
the opportunity to exhibit their basketball
skills and learn from "Torchy" Clark when
the College of Education at UCF hosts a
Hoops Against Hunger Basketball MiniCamp on Sunday, Nov. 18.
Hoops Against Hunger is a one-day
basketball mini camp designed to build a
bridge between local schools and communities. It is an event that develops teamwork, skills and community spirit by pro-

Did.you

know?
COMPILED BY

BECKI PANOFF

The Dalmatian dog is
named for the Dalmatian
Coast of Croatia, where, originally, it is believed to have
been bred.
Some Persian rugs may
last as long as 500 years
before wearing out.
The Mona Lisa has no
eyebrows. It was the fashion in
Renaissance Florence to
shave them off.
The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer, written by Mark Twain,
was the first novel ever to be
written on a typewriter.
The Boston Nation, a
newspaper published in Ohio
during the mid-nineteenth century, had pages seven and a
half feet long and five and a
half feet wide. It required two
people to hold the paper in
proper reading position.

Tourists visiting Iceland
should know that tipping at a
restaurant is considered an
insult.
Celery has negative calories - it takes more calories to
eat a piece of celery than the
celery has in it to begin with.

Quote of the Week
"Of all the days, the day
on which one has not laughed
is the one most surely wasted."

-ANONYMOUS

Volunteer UCF hosts
Supply Drive
VUCF will host a Supply Drive with
the Orlando Humane society on Nov. 10.
at the Petsmart on E. Colonial Drive.
Some items that are needed as donations are: dry cat and dog food, kitty litter,
small litter pans, and cleaning supplies.
Volunteers are needed to help collect
donations from 12- 4 p.m. If students are

interested they can e-mail Tracy Furr ,
Assistant Director of VUCF at
Foxie913@aol.com, visit the VUCF office
in SU room #208 to sign up or call 8236471.

Study Abroad Fair
The Office of International Studies
will sponsor its first Study Abroad Fair in
the Student Union Pegasus Grand
Ballroom on Nov. 14 from IO a.m. to 2
p.m. Students may browse through
exhibits and speak to program directors
and past student participants about overseas study programs offered by UCF. For
more info call (407) 882-2300.

· Aids workshop
Minority students at UCF have a
"Passport to Awareness" to learn more
about sexually transmitted diseases and
safe sex in a program scheduled Nov. 7.
The first 40 attendees will have an opportunity for free HIV testing.
The Passport to Awareness program
will be presented from 5:30 - 8:30 p.m. in
Visual Arts Auditorium, room 101.

-SUSAN LODEN
University Relations

Student Government Senate Allocations
10/1/01 to 10/31/01

Bill#

Organization Name

Purpose

Amount

Senate Working Fund
00-02
OAF0018
OAF0019
OAF0020
OAF002 l
OAF0022
OAF0024
OAF0025
OAF0026
OAF0028
OAF0029
OAF0030
SB33-74
SB33-75
SB33-77
SB33-78

Senate C&O Committee
Nat'l Pan-Hellenic Council
The elements
Chinese St & Scholar Assn
Environmental Soc
Outlanders/UCF Outdoor Rockclimbing Clb
AECT (Ass for Educ Communication & Tecbnol
SGA
SGA
AECT (Ass for Educ Communication & Tecbnol
CAB
Army ROTC
Club Kreyol
Consultants for Effective Leadership
Canbbean St Assn
SGA

Food for senate meeting, 10/04/01
Community Day
Club Showcase
Int'l day of peace & solidarity
Fall harvest festival 2001
Fall harvest festival 2001
Team SGA Shirts
Special Session
Connections Seminar
Promotions, Public felations
Cloor guard
Annual Cultural celebration
11th annual Etiquette Dinner
Annualprogrannne
Senat retreat, 10/13-/10/14/01

Total

Senate Workin2 F~d

$495.88
$1,000.00
$500.00
$840.00
$693.08
$880.00
$550.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$550.00
$350.00
$936.00
$3,174.00
$4,000.00
$5,000.00
$6,306.00
$27,274.96

C & 0 - Office Supplies
A0063
A0064
A0065
A0067
A0068

Chinese St & Scholar Assn
Canbbean St Assn
Chinese St & Scholar Assn
Am Chemical Soc Student Affiliate
College of Business St Assn

Office Supplies
Office Supplies
Office ·supplies

$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$139.80
$150.00

Office supplies
Office supplies

Total
1115101

There is only one Q in a
Scrabble game.
Tablecloths originally were
meant to be used as towels
with which dinner guests could
wipe their hands and faces
after eating.

viding a way for student-athletes, community members and young children to come
together for a worthy cause. Hoops
Against Hunger gives neighborhood girls
and boys an opportunity to learn basketball skills, establish new friendships and
give back to their community.
. ,Legendary basketball coach Gene
''Torchy" Clark will be a featured guest
speaker at the camp. Coach Clark is a
member of several Halls of Fame, including the UCF Athletics Hall of Fame and
the Florida Sports Hall of Fame.
The camp is free and open· to boys
and girls in grades 4- 8. The camp will be
held on Nov. 18 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the College of Education Gymnasium.
For camp information, call (407) 8234127.

C & 0 - Office Supplies

Your Club's Reaistration Status must be updated l>efore you can use your fundina

$1,039.80
Page 1 of2

Student Government Senate Allocations
10/l/Ol to 10/31/01

Bill#

Organization Na~e

Purpose

Amount

AHIMA Convention & Exhibit,10/13-10/18/01
CSA Bioannual Conf., 1112-11/04/01
Annual conference, 11/8-11110/01

$750.00
$678.78

C & 0-Travel
R33-71
R33-72
R33-74
R33-75
R33-77
R33-78
R33-79
R34-01
R34-02
R34-03
R34-07
SB33-73

St Health Information Management Assn
Caribbean St Assn
AECT (Ass for ·Educ Communication & Technol
Hospitality Assn
Collegiate Percussive Arts society
St Physical Therapy-Assn
Army ROTC
Women's Rugby
Men's Rugby
Pi Tau Sigma
Ice Hockey Club
United Nations Assn-UCF

Hospitality meeting
2001 Annual Percussive Int'l convention
Student conclave
AUSA 10 mile, canceled
23rd Annual battleship tournament
23rd Annual Battleship tournament
National Conference, 1112-ll/4/01
Ice-hockey competition
12th southern Regional conf., 11115-11117/01

Total
11/5/01

C & 0 - Travel

Your Club's Reaistration Status must be updated before you can use your fundin2

$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$717.00
$1,000.00
$980.00
$924.72
$246.40
$1,931.00
$11,227.90
· Page 2 of2
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Stand
and

cheer

•

UCF cheerleaders
encourage the
crowd in front of
the Student Union
during the pep
· rally for Saturday's
football game
between UCF and
Akron.

•

BEN THACKER

/

CFF

NATHAN HOLIC
CONTRIBUTING WRlTER

Greeks in the
Community
With all Homecoming
festivities
passed,
and
midterm week a memory,
the lives of most UCF students have calmed .down
considerably. In this month
of peace before finals week,
fraternity and sorority members have been holding several events to benefit the
community.
Justin Key of UCF's
Interfraternity Council, and
Sharon Laufer of the sorority Panhellenic Council,
have helped to organize two
major events in the last
week that have put Greek
students directly into the
community.
The two organized
Greek Park's traditional
Trick-or-Treat on Greek
Street on Oct. 27, a free
Halloween event for local
kids and their parents.
Nearly every fraternity and
sorority
participated,
whether there were moonbounces or dunk tanks out-

side their houses or haunted
houses inside. Almost 500
children and parents from
around the community
attended, including many
members of the UCF facul.,
ty. Trick-or-Treat on Gr~ek
Street, through donations
and corporate sponsorships,
was also able to raise over
$1,000 for Give Kids the
World.
And on Oct. 26, 20 men
from various fraternity
chapters worked on two
Habitat for Humanity houses , part of the "12 Homes
for 12 Needy Families" project that the service organization has been coordinating for over a year.
Participants helped with a
number of building tasks,
including leveling the lawn
with dirt and siding the
houses. These two houses
were actually paid for by
the Grant Hill Fund.
Delta Delta Delta sorority will also be working
with the community when it

h~lds Swinging for
the · Kids on the house
lawn on Nov. 9. The event,
set to begin at 2 p.m., is . a
24-hour swing-a-thon, with
games, barbeque and raffle
prizes.
Children
from
around the community are
invited to swing and
bounce, and the event benefits
children's
cancer
research.

Lambda Auctions
Lambda Theta Phi Latin
Fraternity Inc. will soon be
kicking off its Lambda
Week 200 I to honor the
founding of the Alpha Alpha
chapter at UCF.
Their major event dur=ing the week is Lambda!
Auctions, to be held in the
Visual Arts Building on
Wednesday, Nov. 14. The
event, a fundraising · date
auction, will benefit the
United Cerebral Palsy organization (UCP).
UCP is a national organization that strives to
ensure the inclusion of persons with disabilities in
every facet of society, and is
one of the largest health
charities in America.
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\ ·Schools violate First Amendment rights
I

EILEEN MARIN
STAFF WRITER

At a time when we should be supporting our troops and our nation, our patriotism is being inhibited. People have been
asked to remove flags from their apartment
windows and told not to display their loyalty to America in public. And, while I was
in shock and angered by these instances, I
was even more outraged about a recent
case dealing with this same issue: restricting our First Amendment rights.
Recently, in Cleveland, a high school
student was suspended for displaying proAmerican posters on his locker. Aaron
Petitt, 16, exhibited the posters not to
flaunt or offend anyone but to show his
support for the United States, Petitt's locker was decorated with pictures such as a
teary-eyed eagle, to not only support our
nation, but his sister who was injured during the attacks. School officials deemed
these displays inappropriate and offensive
and suspended Petitt for 10 days.
What in the world happened to the
First Amendment? Did it just become
obsolete? Does a teen-ager's need to
express himself not apply to free speech?
America is at war here, folks! And, as

American citizens, we should be coming
together to support our country. By revoking our right to post signs of support, we
cannot truly support the men and women
overseas or show Osama bin Laden that
we will not let him ruin us.
Those displays of affection for our
nation are uplifting and encouraging. They
are promising to those of us who may be
scared about our future. They are what
keep us going, and they are a reminder that
we are united and that we will not fall.
Petitt's situation enrages me for
another reason as well. When Petitt was
suspended from school he was not given
any prior warning and was not given a fair
trial. This is an obvious violation of the
14th Amendment, where we have the right
to due process.
Now he is fighting for his rights in
court. This has gotten out of hand. What
right does the school possibly have to
repress this boy's rights?
If you ask me, people are losing sight
of what's important. I have said this once
and I will not hesitate to say it again, we
need to support our nation by whatever
means we can. The posters were Petitt's
way of expression, so how can that possibly be wrong?

CFF FILE PHOTO

University Club ordered all flags removed from outside its buildings, but later reneged after
residents collected signatures on a petition and appealed to management.

Egg drop on Bin-Laden

To fly or.not to fly?

poster banned at high school

Are American
planes really safe?

tures of Bin-Laden having sex with goats
than I know what to do with. And the game
where you hold-up Bin-Laden's conveA St. Petersburg high school physics nience store is my personal favorite. Also,
class was chastised for dropping eggs onto I have to compliment the student who has
a poster of Osama Bin-Laden to demon- the Osama pistol target displayed. Nice
strate the effects of gravishooting. . And
then
there's
the
Halloween
ty. When the principal
/ / ~·~.- ..
found out, he and the
party I attended with
school board banned the
Osama-Pifiata. Hopefully
experiment's more comic
I don't need to elaborate.
control, saying that it was
We live in a country
culturally insensitive to
where we mock the world
pelt Mr. Bin-Laden with
around us. These high
school students weren't
unfertilized
chicken
throwing eggs at students
embryos.
from the Middle East.
Why is it necessary
They weren't plotting to
to ban this? Let the people
have their fun. They're
crash airplanes into
high school students. If
Osama's home. They
weren't lynching anyone.
they can't form their own
opinions and views by
They weren't even using
force that would be lethal
that age, dropping eggs on
a poster of anyone is just
KRT CAMPus
to a human on this poster.
going to be a drop in the
They were just dropping
bucket of a life of stupidity. And if they eggs on a picture. Let them have their fun.
can't understand a bj.t of humor (low brow There are more important things to worry
at that), then God help them.
about, like utility companies that don't
If the effort is going to be made so believe us when we say we don't open our
everyone is culturally sensitive, then the bills in fear of anthrax ... they're a shrewd
Internet needs to be banned. I get more pie- bunch.

I s~ s~rew the

tel1'0rists; lets get our
lives back to nonnal

JAMES DARBY
STAFF WRITER
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CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER

Does it bother me to set foot in an airport after Sept.11? Yes and No. Yes because
it brings to my attention, once again, that
life has changed and more than likely I will
have to go through the painful ordeal of
checking my bags every time I plan to fly
somewhere. But then again no, because if I
really were to be honest, I would say flying
is not my most favorite pastime.
No, in fact, I would say that wherever
my car will go, I will go. I haven't exactly
figured out how I might make it to dome
overseas place like Italy, but I will cross that
bridge or rather that airplane when I come
to it.
Flying for me was never a bad experience, it's just something I have never had to
do very often. While I have been to Europe,
and flown across the United States, I would
be much n:iore content in my ovin little
Civic, traveling at my own pace, at my own
risk.
There is just something about being
behind the wheel of your own vehicle, control over your destination, control over your
life. Some may argue with my thinking, but
my car makes me happy, while planes

make me anxious. I like to keep my bags
with me, and I have never been too fop.d of
peanuts either. Plus the aisles are always too
small.
I have complaints about airplanes, but
if it were absolutely necessary I am sure
that I could manage to board the aircraft,
take off without hyperventilating and land
safely at my destination awake and sober. It
just seems all so unnecessary. Why should I
fly for hundreds of dollars when I could
drive a few hours more for less than $50?
Exactly-road trip.
To those people who are now afraid to
fly but were happy to before, I say why?
The risk of flying now is probably far less
than prior to Sept. 11, actually the greatest
tragedy about flying today is the enormously long lines for security clearances.
So I say fly. If you have the money and
the necessity, fly. I am over this whole terrorist/Anthrax situation, I say screw the terrorists; let:S get our lives back to normal.
Which fo~ you might be flying, but as for
me, I shall be driving.
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All-the Halloween freaks
AMY EDWARDS
STAFF WRITER

The freaks really do come out ?-t
Halloween. I know this because I witnessed Mr.
Peepers hump local DJ Johnny Magic, Willy
Wonk:a and his Oompa sidekicks and saw way
too many men dressed like fat, hairy women.
And to no surprise, there were mermaids,
angels, naughty nurses and gory, skeleton-like
things. In an attempt to write about something
other than Anthrax or Sept. 11, I present my
Halloween review.
First of all, 40-year-olds in mermaid costumes are scarier than the bloody, eye popping,
knife-stabbing victim. There is a serious problem with old women in sequin bikini tops and
tight mermaid bottoms. The Shoebox greeting.
cards are right about women turning 40: boobs
sag. And for these mermaids, a 10-pound underwire couldn't have held up their drooping
friends.
Second, the Willy Wonka crew _looked
great, but they must have spent way too much
money and time making their costumes. When

Willy walked into the room, I thought he was a
combination of some Austin Powers and Dr.
Seuss character. Ob, but in came the Oompas
and their bright green poof heads. They even
had the brown and white striped stockings. They
looked great, but like I said, a little too much
effort for a few hours.
Then there was the freak couple. I think he
was Satan, or maybe just Satan's gimp.
Whatever he was, be had leather mask with
huge horns on his head. His upper body was partially adorned in leather and metal straps, and he
was either painted a white shade, or just really
pale. And who comes in with a leash tied around
her neck? Oh that must have been his slave. Or
maybe it's the other way around. Either way, she
had a leash on and he was pulling her. It was
perhaps the scariest thing I saw all night.
It really makes me wonder why men have a
tendency to dress like women on Halloween, yet
you never see women dress like men. Ladies,
we know men like our sexy Vicki's lingerie, but
I don't know what would compel them to wear
it in public. There's a very good reason skimpy
clothes were made for females: we are beautiful.

Men in skimpy clothes are just hideous. We
don't have chest and leg hair, nor do we have
beer bellies. Seeing a man walk around in heels
and attempt to have cleavage is not a pretty picture. Granted, some of these guys' boobs were
bigger than mine, but the bush of hair popping
out is frightening.
The freakiest of all the woman-wannabes
was the "Streaker." If you can imagine, a man
with boobs (Lord knows he was probably touching himself all night) and uh, well, a woman's
lower body as well. Minus the panties. He went
on stage only to try to seduce the crowd.
Hmmm ... man groping his imposter female
body. It just wasn't happening.
My all time favorite was Mr. Peepers. This
popular Saturday Night Live character was
complete with fake ears, red overalls, and yes,
an apple. People standillg in the first row of the
stage enjoyed a little chomped-up apple pieces
spit at them. The best, however, was Mr.
Peepers humping DJ Johnny Magic, who happened to be hosting the costume contest. And
while Johnny didn't find the humping that
funny, the crowd loved it.

Central Florida's hottest new live quiz contest:

or by calling'the Big Cash QulZ holllne at

f407) 262·11· 19
Guaronteed Participation. 50% of players will progress to the second round. Guoronteed aword.
Entry foe required. No funds needed to pre-register. P<1rticiponts <Jr~ scheduled on afirst come basis.
This will be a tive1 one day, non-televised event. AD guoronteed cash awards ore s~cured ond guaranteed prior to acruol regisfrotion.
• Big (ash Quil is ful~ litensed: (l1y, (OQllJy ond
compliant with oil opplimble Slate of Florida lows.
• Big ~ Quiz is aregis!ered and protected name
with 1h& Sole of Florida.
• listed in the directory of The Orlondo Convention
&Visitors Bureou,

Separation of
church, state
RYAN HERMAN
STAFF WRITER

As a staunch advocate of a
clear and distinct separation
between church and state, I
have never previously believed
that public schools were a
proper place for any type of
prayer, be it as an individual or
as a group. But in light ·of
recent events, we as free
American citizens should be
afforded the luxury of directing
our faith wherever we so
choose Even still, I feel
strongly that it is not the place
of school officials to lead
prayer or suggest that students
should involve themselves in
religious activities. But on that
same token, it is also not their
place to discourage such
behavior. Simply put, it is just
not their job to do so. However,
as there is an exception to
every rule, we have certainly
encountered one here.
On Oct. 24, the Florida
State Legislature p<fssed a bill
allowing voluntary prayer to
take place at graduations and
other non-required school
assemblies. Though the bill
must still pass the state senate
and governor's office, it is a
much needed step in easing the
tension that currently exists in
any public facilities these days.
If religion and prayer are the
outlets one chooses to sustain
their daily routine, so be it. In
our recent times of struggle, no
man, woman or child in this
country should be denied the
ability to engage in a peaceful
display of faith, when the
intention is merely to gain
some peace of mind.
While opponents of this
bill will argue that it is unconstitutional and alienates those
students who choose not to participate in prayers, I would
make the case that as long as
participation is voluntary, this
proposed law is neither unconstitutional nor unfair. Nobody
complains that high school athletics are unconstitutional
because participation is based
on individual initiative. So to is
the case of small group prayer.
If students feel left out, they
are more than welcome to join
in or lead their own benediction. Bear in mind that these
prayers apply to any and all
religious beliefs, and participants must be tolerant of that.
If this bill is to work effectively in Florida's public schools
its proponents must take care
not to favor one type. of communion with God over another.
This is a multi-faceted balance
that must weigh out evenly on
all ends. Compassion is the key
to this piece of legislation. I
urge those affected by it to be
patient and harmonious. '.Take
comfort where you can find it,
and be fair enough to allow
others the same courtesy in
return.
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Gators Dockside refuses
to play UCF games
J'

· As a loyal supporter of the Central
Florida Future for years and proud alumnus of our university, I implore Knights
fans to take some action. On Saturday I
drove franticly to the closest sports bar to
my house. A place where I have spent
loads of money. This establishment
refused to show the UCF!Utah State
Game. Knowing I was within 2-3 miles
of UCF, I expected to be able to watch the

!

Homecoming Board speaks out
This letter is in response to Casey
McCorkle's opinion article "Cotton candy,
concerts and chorus lines-oh my." The
2001 Homecoming Executive Board apologizes to Ms. McCorkle for her unpleasant
experiences at this year's Homecoming
events. It certainly was not our intention to
host a disappointing Homecoming week.
Our intentions were to involve as
many students in this year's events as possible, particularly non-Greek students. We
promoted Homecoming events throughout a variety of venues: campus publications and stations, Fox 35's Good Day
Orlando, 0-ROCK 105.9 and Axis magazine.

Knigh_ts away from home. I was greeted
with, ~'We are only showing FSU and UF
·games on our TV's." When I asked for a
manager to play the game he openly
refused regardless of the UCF clientele in
the house.
His response was, "UCF fans bring in
no money." We are talking Gators
Dockside in Waterford here. A place
always filled with Knight fans and
employer of UCF students. With five
large screens TVs, our group needed only
one to watch the game. Though not

packed, a majority of patrons were wearing black and gold. Most asked to watch
the game. Even when both the Gator
game was over, as well as FSU had routed Maryland, the general manager still
refused to let us watch our Knights. The
most we could muster was the game on
an 18-inch TV 20 feet away. Knight fans
need to start boycotting places that will
not support our local university. They will
take student money but still will not support us and our athletic teams. It is insane
that students and alumni have tried dili-

There were no black coffee ups being strand of beads was probably attacked by
pelted at unsuspecting UCF students on 100 students other than yourself whom
Movie Knight. Black plastic mugs were demanded, whined and screamed for any
handed to students filled with popcorn to promotional item they could get their
snack on during the movie. The movie that hands on. In all fairness, if the students
you phrased as our major mistake of the simply handed a strand of beads to one
evening was chosen to adhere to ~e person, then they would have to give them
Knightmare theme. A scary movie, like to every student that asked, and there were
The Mummy Returns, seemed more not enough for everyone. You got them if
_you could catch them, fair and square.
appropriate than a comedy.
The student activity fees fund a variThe same carnival that you described
as tacky ~d juvenile drew almost 5,000 ety of events at UCF, and do not strictly
students and Orlando residents, a record fund promotional items for Homecoming
attendance and the rides were free for week. In no way should students feel
cheated of their activity dollars if they did
everyone.
The "hostile" student that you not receive a st:Fand of beads or T-shirt.
encountered who refused to hand you a There are other campus events organized

gently to raise UCF spirit in our local
community and even sports bars where
we spends loads ot' money. Shame on
t_Q.ose places!

-STEVE CONTI
for students throughout the year that are
also funded by student activity dollars.
The band 311 was chosen for the concert based on a survey completed by UCF
students over the summer who indicated
that they would like to see 311 play at
UCF. 311 also played in Gainesville the
same week.
We are relieved that you were able to
catch the t-shirt and beads you yearned for
all week at Spirit . Splash, because we
handed. out more than 3,000 T-shirts and
promotional items to students in less than
an hour.

. -THE 2001 HOMECOMING

EXECUTIVE BOARD
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IBarnes & Noble Kiosk I
UCF BOOKSTORE
4000 Central Florida Blvd.
Orlando, FL32816
(407) 823-2665

Service offer available to new and existing customers.
Shop by phone for delivery,
call.1-866-CINGULAR.

$ 999*
With Activation

Wireless Internet
Ready ·
Downloadable &
programmable
ringtones

NOKIA
CONNECTING PEOPLE

3360

Changeable
color covers

Rate plans starting at $19.99 -just
one of many choices to fit your life.

For jobs that rock, visit us at
www.cingular.com

J\ ci.ngular·M
WIRELESS

What do you have to sayr
1·866-CINGULAR

Phone price and offer
may vary by location.

Limited time offer. Credit approval and activation of service on 1- or 2-year contract
for eligible Cingular calling plans required. Offer cannot be combined with any other
special offers. Promotional phone offers require 2-year agreement. Early termination
and activation fees apply. Night hours are from 9:00 pm to'?:OO am and weekend
hours are from 9:00 pm on Friday until 7:00 am on Monday. Long distance charges
apply unless you have also chosen the long distance option. Nationwide Long
Distance applies to calls originating from your Home Calling Area and.terminating in
the U.S. Airtime charges apply. Wireless Internet requires WAP-enabled phone.
Offer good while supplies last. Calls subject to taxes, long distance, roaming,
.universal service fee or other charges. Package minutes and unlimited night and
weekend minutes apply to calls made or received within local calling area. Airtime in
excess of any package minutes will be charged at a per minute rate of $.15 to $.50.
Compatible phone and Cingular Wireless long distance are required . Airtime and
other measured usage are rounded up to the next full minute at the end of each call
for billing purposes. Unused package minutes do not carry forward to the next billing
period and are forfeited . Optional features may be cancelled after initial term of the
service contract. Other conditions and restrictions apply. See contract and
store for'details. ©2001 Nokia Inc. Nokia, Connecting People and the 3300
series pho~es are ~ rademarks of Nokia Corporation and/or its.affiliates.
~
C1ngular Wireless, What do you have to say?" and the graphic icon are
,_~
Service Marks of Cingular Wireless LLC. ©2001 Cingular Wireless LLC. ~
All rights reserved.
..~~
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ULTIMATE
FAN

The Ultimate Fan
scholarship will be awarded to
the ultimate UCF fan. In our
quest to commend prioe in
UCF athletics, the Ultimate Fan
scholarship will be awarded to
the most enthusiastic and
fanatical Golden Knight. All
entries must be in accordance
with the Golden Rlile. Submit
video entries to SGA or call
x6357 for an audition date.

PE6ASUS
SEAL
1
.

WHO'SWHO
at the University of Central florida
The Who's Who scholarship will be award-

.

ed to the Top 100 students in athletics, community service, academics and leadership. Those chosen
for the Who's Who scholarship will be recognized
in the first annual Who's Who at the University of
Central Florida publication. Apply online at
www.sga.ucf.edu.

~

The Pegasus Seal
scholarship will be awarded to 3 students, one winner and two runners up.
In honor of our university's Pegasus
Seal, Student Government is sponsoring
the Pegasus Essay Contest. In no more
than 3 pages students should creatively
explain our tradition, "don't step on
the Pegasus." Submit essays to SGA.

Award: $1,000 for first place, $500 for
runners-up .

Award: $250 per winner

D

dlin
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As low as $4 an issue! 407-365-7656 (classifieds@UCFfuture.com)
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CLASSIFICATIONS
Help W11nted
Automotive
ForS11le
For Rent

Services
On Campus

Miseellllneous

Tr11vel

HELP WANTED
$$ Get Paid For Your Opinions! $$
Earn $15 - $125 and more per survey!
www.money4opinions.com
Need part-timebelp to assist disabled person
with nighttime care. No experience required.
Good opportunity for P.T. or Nursing
students. Close to UCF, Good pay, Call John
@ 407-678-1729.

$$WANT SOME $$
AMAZING GROWTH POTENTIAL IN A
MULTC-MlLLION DOLLAR COMPANY!
CALL TODAY! CAROLYN HOPPER

407-896-4095
Help spread the word!
Exciting new wireless data technology!
$9.50/hr & Flexible Schedules. All you need
is an enthusiastic voice, TeleSolutions can
teach you the rest! For phone interview
please call 407-581-3777.

· How to Place an Ad

Telephone Hours
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Address
120 Alexandria Blvd, Suite 17
Oviedo, FL 32765

By Mail: send copy along with check
In Person: (434 & Mitchell Hammock)

Be a senior forever
Earn extra $$$ for the holidays.
Why did no one think about it before?
Call TODAY for limited time free offer.
Call 1-877-644-7591 fir free info.

*

*

Fraternities Sororities * Clubs
Student Groups
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this semester with the
easy Carnpusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve credit
card applications. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at 888-923-3238 or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com
STUDENTS WANTED! UNLIMITED
RESIDUAL INCOME OPPORTUNITY.
PART-TIMFJFULL-TIME. WORK YOUR
OWN HOURS. 843-553-6333 or
britexcels@myexcel com for Orlando
interview.
Earn $1,700 Immediately
part-time or full-time, PC not needed. Work
out of our office or your home. After training
earn $3,400. 407-834-0334

AUTOMOTIVE

Part-time Stable Assistant needed - in
exchange for Riding call 407-365-9866.

DODGE AVENGER ES - 1998

Work at horae! Nations BEST source of
legitimate homebased income. Guaranteed! 1727-857-2000 ext. N-3419
Valet Parking - Positions starting at $9-$12/hr
are available for friendly, outgoing, motivated
people. Full/Part-time, AM/PM positions
available at upscale hotels in the Downtown
Orlando and Disney World areas. Please call
(407) 841-7275 Mon-Fri, 9 am - 5 pm or
leave a voice mail message.
PT/Ff Opportunity - Primerica Financial
Services, a subsidiary of Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5 students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs. Call Kevin@
1-866-208-3263.

Make $3,000 + By Christmas.
6 fun sales positions open at Altamonte
Mall and Fashion Square. Average
$7-22/br. Call 407-897-1146.
Female Models Wanted
18 - 25 Years old
Weight: 100 - 120
Height S - 5'10''
For Lingerie Photo + Video Portfolio Demo's 407-898-7900
Babysitter/Nanny wanted
Mon, Wed, Fri for beautiful 7 month old boy.
UCF area. Please call for more details.
407-737-3098 ask for Hope.

(HOT!) Blk, V6 Autom, Lthr, CDffape
Sunroof, Spoiler, Dual AirBagS'ABS,
Premium Sound, 53k $10,405,
407-856-6744.

1996 Suzuki Sidekick
70k, auto, A/C, Runs great $4,995
407-366-8611 or 407-592-7992
1989 Buick Park Avenue, 3.8 ltr. V-6 Auto,
power steering, power windows, power
doors, tilt wheel, cruise control, AM/FM
stereo and cassette player. $1,500 obo.
Runs great. Call Mario at 407-208-1696.
1994 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme SL, V-6
mint, condition, clean, four door, automatic,
loaded, leather, burgundy, 77k miles. Asking
$4,900/obo. Call 407-359-8717.
Loco 16 x 7 wheels.
Exe. condition on Yokaharna ·
avid h4205/45r16 tires plus
New speed sports springs off a Honda
Civic $500/obo. Call 407-366-3325.

1992 Honda Civic DX
4 dr, 5 sp, A/C, FM/AM/CD
$3,,995
407-366-8611 407-592-7992
1981 Kawasaki KZ 550 LTD
4 cyl, 6-speed, black & chrome, under
17,000 mi, garage kept, mint condition,
Needs nothing, NEW everything $2,000.
321-229-9047 or 407-532-3999 x 3806

Newday wants you to Rock us into Heaven.
Looking for those with the following talent:
guitar, bass, drums and b-vocals. No religion
necessary. Call Ricky @ 407-277-3344.
Visit: www.newdayonline.com

HONDA ACCORD LX - 1992
charcoal, 2 dr, runs great, new tires, cold ale,
l owner, 228k miles $2,700 obo,
Call 407-275-5938.

Need tuition money? Local entrepreneur
looking for sharp & ambitious people. No
exp. necessary. Earn additional 1 to
3k/month working part-time. For details
call Jason at 407-854-5843.

FOR SALE

DEDICATED MUSICIANS NEEDED
Drummer & Rhythm Guitar player for band
influenced by 7 Mary 3 & DMB. Able to
practice 2x/wk and willing to tour. Call
Darren at 321-438-8511.
Tele-researchers wanted. No sales involved.
Ff/PT and on-call shifts available.
Competitive hourly pay. Business to business
marketing. Telephone experience/computei;
knowledge and ability to express yourself a
must. Fax resume to 407-.532-7304.
www.idstelemarketing.com

Noon on Friday prior to publication

Payment Methods
Cash, Check,
Major Credit Card

How to Write a Good Classified Ad

are

1. Start your ad with the roercbandise you
selling. Starting with the
merchandise makes it easier for the reader to locate your item for
$ale.
2. Always include the price of the item(s) you are selling. 52 percent of
classiJied readel"S do not respond to ads that do not include a price.

TALENT WANTED
Musicians, actors, writers & audio/visual
needed for high-impact weekly production.
Call Matt@ 407-327-6468 for info.

PAYCHECKS Available!

Deadline

By Phone: (407) 365-7656
By Fax: (407) 977-0019
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com

3. Keep abbreviations to a minimum. MW it easy for readers to
understaud.
4. Place yoatself in the reader's. position. Ask what you would like to
know about the merchandise for sale. Include information such as
brand names, color and olber spec~fic descriptioos.

Bed - Brand .new mattress. Full size still in
plastic. Must sell $135. Can deliver.
407-422-8848.
Futon, black iron frame with 8' pad Never
. used $195 (407) 354;0069.

classifieds@UCFfuture.com
One Issue:
One Month:
One Semester:
Bolding:
Large Headline: (9pt)

$6 per ad
$5 per ad
$4 per ad
75¢ extra
75¢ extra

(Charges listed above include an ad
of up to five lines, 30 characters per
line. $1 each additional line).

l,OOO's of laptops starting at $499.
All of our computers are backed by 90
day warrantee and tech support. 14-day
money back guarantee. Call 1-800-805-0062
or visit www.collegelaptops.net
•
COMPUTERS-AMD 1.3 ghz, 40 gig HD Cd
RW, 256ram, 64meg video, printer, $499. 750
mgz w/lOgug HD, 64ram, CD rorn, complete,
$299. Also avail, 17" monitor, $139. Call 407927-1125.
Liquor cabinet, TVNCR, futon, 26" bike,
queen size bed, wicker chair, recliner,
student desk, sofa table, end table, bakers
rack, exercise equipment, large basket,
aerobic tapes, kitchen appliances. Call Judy
for pricing at 407-380-5901.
TRUMPET FOR SALE
L.A. Sax., Excellent Condition
Practically new, CASE, $499 obo
Call 407-699-9384.
AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES &
RECORDING GEAR WANTED --.CASH.
Call 407-363-5363.
COMPUTER-Intel Pentium 4, 1.5 ghz, 40gig
HD, 7200rpm, 64m video, 128meg Rdram,
Soundblaster live, complete $699. Also avail,
256 mg SDRAM, $25, 40gig HD's, $85. Call
407-927-1125.
ATIN ATARI COLLECTORS
Atari games for sale
Lost storage. Must Sell. Plus 1 8 liner
407-823-9520.
.
GUITAR FOR SALE
Ibanez RG470, black, with case,
good condition, $425.
Call 407-384-5659.

FoRRENT

COMPLETE 750 MHz COMPUTER
DVD Player, 56k Modem, USE, Speakers,
15" Monitor, NIC, WinMe +Cable Modem
Ready! Rich 407-927-3189 $399.
RECORDING ARTIST
First Knight of Entertainment JetSpeed
Records debut CD-Album
Release Date: 12-15-01.
Pre-Order Now! 1-310-777-4200.
www.Jetspeedrecords.com/music.htm
E-mail sales@jetspeedrecords.com

ROOMMATE REFERRALS
Florida's Oldest/Largest Rmt. Service
All Areas, All Prices, All Screened
Call Susie 407-581-2267
roommatesfl@aol.com
"Let us find your ideal roommate"
Dorm CVI. All utilities, local phone, cable.
Immediate move in. Will pay lst month +
reservation fee. Maria 407-227-4476/
407-677-8499

NICE 2/2 MOBILE HOME SPLIT PLAN
Near UCF, cvd. patio, dbl., dr, shed, WID.
family pk, pets, new carpet & vinyl, appliances, owner $9,997. Finders Fee, Call Judy
at 407-380-5901.

Arden Villas Aparbnents
One month free on new leases in November
on 2 x 2 apts! 1,300 sq. ft. Prices start at
$893/mo. Off University Blvd. Call
407-382-1100.

Free Cellular Phone
Your choice of AT&T, Cingular or Sprint.
Call Mike at Worldcom Wireless
321-438-1205 for immediate activation and
free delivery.

Apartment Room for Rent:
Looking for female student interested in a
fully furnished 4 bed/4 bath with all utilities including local phone and high-speed
Ethernet in Knights Krossing, ,
DISCOUNTED PRICE OF $450/mo
STARTING JANUARY lST, Call Megan at
407-362-3188.

Female Roommate Wanted: To share a 2/2
duplex 2 miles from UCF. Must be responsible and willing to help with yard work. $350
month plus half electric. Water, cable, washer
and dryer included. Please call 407-249-3085
for more information.
'
Roommate wanted to share three bedroom
house 5 miles from UCF. $400.00 month
includes utilities and cable. Call Sandra at
407-977-1051 for information.
One bed/bathroom available Jan 2002
across from UCF. Fully furnished, walk-in
closet, washer and dryer. All utilities
included. $450/negotiable. Call Rachel at
407-313-7458.

<

SERVICES
Let us help you plan your next outing Horseback Riding, River Rides, Hay Rides,
Bonfire Rides, Trail Rides - call
407-365-9866 for more information.

Need to Edit a Video
or transfer something to DVD?
Call 407-275-1028

NOW OPEN

Bed, orthopedic firm mattress sets with 5
year warranty. Brand new- Twin $75, Full
$95, Queen $115, King $165. Can deliver
407-354-0069.
Bed - 1 Absolute Bargain! Queen orthopedic
pillow top mattress set. Brand new. Must sell
$250. Can deliver. 407-422-8848.

407-365-7656

Family & Cosmetic Dentistry
'

Brian L. Weinert, D.D.S.
Saturday
Appointments
Available

(407) 971-1116

1r---------------~
Mention this ad for
1

: $25 Off First Exam :
: or Teeth Whitening :
·---------------~
(0150, 0272, 0330)

100 Burnsed Place, ste 1000
Alafaya Trail
(Just South of Chapman Rd.)

{

Oviedo
(
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HEALTH and WELLNESS PRODUCTS for:
Weight Loss, PMS , Energy, Stress,· Sleep,
Nutrition and Mental Focus
Business Opponunities also available. Call Jen
or Joe: 407-320-8033.

)

•

FILM SCORING SERVICES OFFERED
A respected commercial music producer in
Tampa Bay area is offering prof. film scoring services to any film students. Call
Jeremy D. Silverman at 813-928-4590.

KENNSINGTON STABLES
HORSE RENTALS I LEASF.S I TRAIL RIDES
, BOARDING/ HAY RIDF.S /BONFIRE PARTIES

GUITAR LESSONS CHEAP $15/hr or
$10/.5hr; ~RY flexible hours. Bgnnrs to
Advncd. (407) 313-2701
Koechlin_99@yahoo.com. I'll Make You band
material in 6 mon~s.

•)

A FULL SERVICE
BOARDING FACIL~TY
Including:

( 407) 365-9866
( 407) 716-9047

ON

Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student Union
(GLBSU)
Meets Tuesdays, 8:00 pm in Student Union
Join us!
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ucfglbsu/

UCF-CRU
Campus Crusade for Christ
Weekly meetings every Thursday night7 :30 pm in the Pegasus Ball Room
Student Union

For more info eall
423-526-3696
Professionally prepared term papers, thesis,
resumes, done on computer with Laser printer.
Gram~ar and spelling included in reasonable
rate. Less than 15 minutes from UCF. Call for
appointment, 407-359-0344.
Sunrise Florida Transportation
Flat rate for 14 passenger vans or $30 to
airport for UCF students, faculty and staff.
Luxury towncars and limos available. Call
407-709-8769.
IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING YOU CRAZY?
Is it all Greek to you? Thinking of changing
your major? Need a tutor? Call Virginia at
407-366-6079. Located in Oviedo - 15 years
Experience - Reasonable Rates - Flexible
Hours - Computer Access.
E-mail TheCbemTutor@aol.com
Drowning in debt? We' ll help you stop
collection calls, avoid bankruptcy, lower debt
interest rates and consolidate debl into one
payment. For free counseling call
Consumer Debt Counselors at
407-599-0057 ext. 203
SKYDIVING SKYDIVING SKYDIVING
Student and group discounts!!
Florida Skydiving Center
1-800-FREEFALL

4301 S. Chickasaw Trail
Orlando, FL 32829
407-249-0906

Christian Campus Fellowship
Get connected!!
Tuesdays, SUB 221 7:30 p.m.
www.ccfucf.com 407-971-3155

Relevant
Real ·
Relational

# 1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas
& Florida. Book Early & get free
meal plan. Earn cash & Go Free! Now hiring Campus Reps 1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

Egg Donors Needed

630 East Chapman
Oviedo, FL 32765

CAJWPUS

ABC-UCF Associated Builders and
Contractors For Construction Engineers.
Meetings - 2nd & 4th Thursday of the
month. 5 pm ENG. II 181.

TRAVEL

MISC.

ENGLISH/WESTERN LESSONS &:
BON FIRE PARTIES ON THE ST. JOHNS RIVER

Love and
Romance
A guide to understanding the
mysteries and secrets of love and
romance is now available from
Ferguson Publishing.
Why do people fall in love and
out of love, why is love blind, what
is love and how can it be made
stronger, how can romance be
made more meaningful? These and
many more questions are answered
in this fantastic offer.

UCF-O:vEREATERSANONYMOUS
MEETING - Every Monday Night 5: 15 pm .
in the Cedar Key, Room 223 Student Union.
For Compulsive Overeating, Anorexia, and
Bulemia. www.overeatersanonymous.org
or 1·800-522-2692

iver'f&,n
~

Up to $10,000 Compensation
. Attractive, Healthy, Responsible
Women ages 19-30
Red/Blonde/Brunette Hair*
Blue/Green/Hazel Eyes
Asian/Indian/European
Musically/Artistically Gifted
(800) 563-0098 or LovingDonation.com
"Giving Thanks to Farmworkers"
at Crealde School of Art, Winter Park
Friday, Nov. 9, 7-9:00 p.m.
$10/student, Call Holly (407) 886-5151.
Sponsored by: Farmworker Assoc. of FL
Herpes - EverCLR
Stops Herpes Outbreaks!
96% Success Rate
Free CaU: 1-877-EVERCLR
www.stonmyoutbreaks.co.uk

CHRIST I AN ,, CHURCH

Relevant • Real • Relatlonal

"CONNECTING OUR COMMUNITY
TO CHRIST & ONE ANOTHER"
Multi Media Video Presentation * Relevant
Messages * Contemporary Music
Creative Drama * Casual Dress

Meeting at ...
Lawton Chiles

www.riverruncc.org
8:30 & 10:20 am Free Sunday Cafe
(K:rispy ICreme donuts, bagels, trait)
9:~5&:11:00

am Worship

MICHAEL ANDRIANO, PASTOR

407-977-LIFE (5433)
Ministry Offices located at ...
181 W. Broadway St. Oviedo, FL 32765

St. .LuRf,'s £u~an
Cliurm antiSchoof
2021 'W. State !flJJaa 426~
Oflietfo, ~foritfa 32765

Cfiurch Office PFtone:

t

TID LtJ'J'llDAN CHURCB-

MJSSOUJU SYNOD

puzzle on A-19

Com.e,j_oJn. US;a~

·. CJ)

~1-w~

Solutions

Sunrise Elementary
From Alafaya Trial or Woodbory Road bead south to Gall'wly Blvd. Turn left.ad eo to Ille
tad of Golfway Blvd. Make 1 ript and loop around Loae Palm Drive, tllea tum right on
Lone Palm Road. Yoa will,.. Stmrbt Eltmenfary on tbt rjpt.

Triu~phant Living
Anointed Services
Gospel Musi~
Care6roups

Youth Ministry
Qtama. Department
Come worship, and celebrate the Lord Jesus Christ with us in 311 uoioted
service. A life giviag church where the Spirit of the Lord is available to meet
your needs.

Service Times:
Sunday Mornings: Youth Bible Study (9:00 a.m.)
Adult Spiritual Development SeMions (9:00 a.m.)
Sunday Morning Sen-ices (10:00 a.m.)
Tnesday Night:

Prayer & Bible Study (7:00 p.m.)
Youth (Bible Study, Peer Sessions, Choir,
Dance, and Drama - 7:00 p.m.)
Singles Ministry (7:00 p. m.)

Thursday Night:

Choir Rehearsal (6:30 p.m.)

For prayer or more information call (407) 282-3310 or write us al:
Triumphaqt Living, Jnc. P. 0. Bos. 780358 Orlando, FL 32878-0358
Email trilh~bcllS!l!!thJ!et

Woocl8ut1f 8'~8yteiian e~u.tc~
@oJ'6 cfo\'e in tlcticn
1501 Woodbury Road
(l/Z mile East of Alafaya,
112 mile south of East ColoniaQ

407-365-3408
[Locate/on State ~i 426 (flJJoma) 6etWem Afitckf{
:Hammock ani Chapman !!Wlllfs]

Mass Schedule

T

Saturday

Sunday

5:00p.m.
6:30p.m.
8:00a.m.
9:30a.rn.
ll:OOa.m.
12:30p.rn.

F.nglish
Spanish
Fnglish
F.nglish

F.nglish·

Suntfay: 8:00, 9:30atuf11:00 ~
Afoniay: 7:00 PM

English

Muft 'Eiuc.ation Classes: 9:30atuf11:00 ~

8:15 a.m

Reconciliation

Saturday 4 - 4:45 p.~

Praise and Worship .. Sundays 10:45 a.m.

'Worship Smlice Sc/idule.

Spanish

Weekdays

Informal Worship·- Sundays 8:15 a.m.

C/iili£ren 's Suntfay Scfioo{: 9:30 Jt5W"

Visit our website:
www.stlukes-ovledo.org

j
6

*

St. Jsuc Jogues

Located between the Greenway arid Goldenrod Road.

•

1-1/2 mi. south of Curry Ford Rd. & Chickasaw Tr.

"We proclaim Jesus Christ so that all may know
God and grow In faith toward Him
and In love toward one another."

Coffee House March 17 at 7:00 ·p.m.
For more information call
(407) 282 - Love or visit
www.godslove-woodbury.~om
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Angel's: Nothing
heavenly about it
CHRIS ZAPATIER
STAFF WRITER

A

ngel's Diner is located
on the Southwest corner of Highway 50
and Huey, a stone's throw east
of 1-4. Since I dined there
twice before writing this
review, I am confident that I
gave them ample opportunity
to provide good food and good
customer service. They did
not seize the opportunity.
On my first visit to Angel's
I was accompanied by my best
friend. Josh. He ordered the
patty melt and I selected the
chicken sandwich from the not
very extensive menu. Since a
buffalo chicken sandwich is
not on the menu, I asked our
waitress (a slightly disheveled
woman with a jailhouse tattoo
on her forearm) if they could
specially prepare me one, and
she said yes. Then she began
pushing for us to order cocktails, despite the fact that it
was barely 3 p.m. Aside from
her aggressive marketing of
alcoholic beverages, she was
pleasant and attentive, which
is considerably more than I
can say for the woman who
attended to us on our second
visit.
My companion and I both
got side salads to start things
off and were presented with
heaps of lettuce that had clearly been sitting in a cooler for
several days. Neither of our
entrees were more substantial
or flavorful than the salads,
and neither one came with
French fries or any side of any
kind. Apparently their idea of
·buffaloing my chicken breast
did not include breading it.
Aside from that, the chicken
breast was dry and had no distinctive flavor. However, my
companion found his patty
melt to be "on par" with most .
other diners.
Two weeks later, my friend
Christina and I were leaving a
SAK theater presentation and
decided to stop somewhere for
a late night slice of pie. Since
Angel's is virtually within

1-800-2COUNCIL
www.counciltravel.com
Call 24 hrs· (EST) Barn Thurs Nov 6 - 12am Fn. Nov. 9 & 1Dam - ?pm Sat Nov 10

A BALLROOM & LATIN
BRIAN LINDEN

3580 Aloma Ave.
Suite 5

walking distance of SAK, must have been 40 percent
Christina dropped their name. chocolate and 60 percent
Against my better judgment, I whipped cream, because it
decided to give them a second . nearly caused me to asphyxichance.
ate every time I took a bite.
Upon entering, we waited The per slice pie prices were
to be seated for quite some reasonable, the same as we
time. It's not that nobody saw would have paid at a Denny's
us, it's simply that the two or Perkin's, and my companwaitresses who did see us ion was pleased with her
chose not to acknowledge us selection.
in any way. Alas, the manager
The only compliments I
walked by and took it upon can find it in my heart to pay
himself to seat us.
this establishment are their
Our waitress w_as a griz- location is superb, (exit 1-4 on
zled woman old enough to be Colonial and you're there),
Father Time's wife, and her and their decor is charming
every gesture of "service" and unique, with such adorncame across as a gesture of ments as photographs of
disdain for diner patrons Marilyn Monroe, sandblasted
brought on by umpteen years images of The Beatles and litserving in the ghettos of tle jukeboxes on each table.
restaurantland. Even though it However, I cannot in good
was the middle of the week, conscience advise my readers
the pie selection had somehow to spend their hard-earned
been reduced to three different money at Angel's when there
varieties. I ordered a slice of is probably a Denny's,
French Silk and my compan- Perkin's or Steak n' Shake
ion ordered a slice of Mint within walking distance of
Oreo. I am not exaggerating wherever they are. Although
for humor's sake when I tell none of these eateries guaranyou that the waitress delivered tee good food or good service
our orders to our table as if any more than Angel's does, at
least they are open 24 hours,
she were tossing Frisbees.
Although my slice of and you're already familiar
French Silk was pretty tasty, it with the menu.

407-679-6100

Unitv diSPlaved bv performers
FROM PAGE A-24
I

r1

DANCE STUDIO

I CFF

Despite its great location, Angel's is not worth your time nor your money.

Despite how beautiful the song is, it is heartbreaking. to n9te how many times it has been
peiformed to remember lost lives.
The concert ended with the television. d~but
of "What More Can I Give,'1 a charity single by
Michael Jackson. Hopefully, this· finale was
more thrilling in person. Television viewers
were ·confused by the multitude of artists on
stage who were not previously introduced during the telecast.
Even with ~he variety of musical acts~ the

concert was simple. Nothing was especially
surprising or even exciting. United W,e Stand
was a casual musical event, celebrating Jife and
honorirtg America.
Proceeds from the event benefited the
Pentagon Relief Fund, Salvation Army.and Red
Cross Liberty Relief Fund.
The main theme of the night could be
summed up perfectly in the words of P. Diddy
When Stamos asked what the public should call
him, in reference to his recent njckname
change, P. Diddy simply replied, "Call me an

Amen.can.''

-

We teach it all
Salsa,· Merengue,
Bachata~ Swing, foxtrot,
Waltz, Rumba, ChaCha, Two Step,
and more.
Dances every Tuesday, 8:30 - 10 p.m.
• Group classes daily
• Call to schedule your lessons
• Student discount with ID

Introductory Special:

$19 fQr 3 lessons
www. sh a 11 wed an c e or I and o. com

~ew

York Style

Hoitg Kong Buffet
ALL YOU CAN EAT
•Sushi ·
•Snow Crab Legs
• Fresh Vegetables
• Cocktail Shrimp
• Pr~me Rib
• And much much more
Located at Aloma Plaza
In the Old Walmart
10663 E. Colonial Dr.

(407) 482-0898

$3.95 lunch or $6.95 dinner buffet
with UCF ID.
Dine in only. Not valid with any other coupon,
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Picasso vs.
Einstein
IlRIANA MIRANDA

.'

STAFF WRITER

HALEY CABRERA

I

CFF

Picasso at the Lapin Agile," written by Steve Martin,
is a big hit with audiences.
0

0

ne night. One bar.
Two talented men.
Welcome
to
"Picasso at the Lapin

Agile." Written by Steve
Martin, the talented actor,
comedian and playwright.
Who knew?
The play has embarked
on a tour of several major
U.S. cities, conquering the

hearts of millions along
the way. All the while
managing to win the New
York Outer Critics Circle
Award for "Best Play" and
"Best Playwright" in 1996.
And now it's being per-

Tuesdays are

The NEW College Night
9p.m. to 2a.m. - NEVER ACOVER

First drink FREE for the ffrst 100 guests
$2.00 Pitchers of beer from ·9.p.m. to 12 a.m.
•

Specials:
• $1 .50 Longnecks
• $1 .00 Wells
• $-1.00 lcehouse and Miller Lite Drafts
• $1 .00 MGD Bottles
• $1 .00 Jello Shots and Tooters
• $1 .99 Coronas and Smirnoff Ice

•

18 and uP for ladies
21 and up for guys
EVERYONE
ALWAYS
WELCOME!
PROPER DRESS
REQUIRED.

HALEY CABRERA

I

CFF

formed here at UCF.
The play focuses on what
would have happened, or
what could have happened,
if Pablo Picasso and Albert
Einstein were to have met.
The setting is 1904 in the
Paris bistro, Lapin Agile. It
centers itself on both men
constantly bickering about
theories of relativity and
exqulSlte paintings, and
which is more likely to
make an impact on the
world (someday). They go
back and forth all night,
drinking and being accompanied by sporadic appearances of guests as well.
There is even a surprise visitor you could say. Speaking
nothing but cherished words
of wisdom. That and,
"Watch the shoes, little
lady."
The intimate and cozy
atmosphere · of the UCF
black box theater only
added to the all around
effect and there was even a
scene where the audience
felt like the roof had opened
up over their heads. One
breathtaking scene gave the
audience the illusion that
you were outside, engulfed
by stars. Although with all
this, the play being enchanting and even, at times,
involved with the audience,
it was a little risque.
Between some of the language and several heavy
duty kissing scenes, it never
failed to have the audience
in awe.
The collaboration of the
cast along with the plot of
the play, worked together
quite smoothly. The audience was clearly entertained
and impressed. The play
makes the audience question
life, existence and makes
them ask "What if?" and
"Am I in the right place at
the right time?"
Overall the play was an
obvious success and the
future yielded successful
contributions from both
men: Einstein's Theory of
Relativity and Picasso's
painting Guernica. They
both did an excellent job of
showing the world, or in this
case the audience, the significance of their talents.
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Lead stories
__ According to an October
dispatch in London's Daily
Telegraph, Greenland operates
probably the world's most
inmate-friendly prison (with all
residents having jobs on the
outside at market wages and
enjoying recreational excursions such as fishing and shopping), emphasizing rehabilitation over punishment (though
its recidivist rate isn't any better
than other prisons'). Guards do
take up arms, but only on weekend hunting trips, when the
inmates themselves are armed.
The main advantage of the systern seems to be that court sessions are brief, in that criminals, not fearing prison, usually
confess to everything.
__ Those dreading the legal
morass of casualty claims emanating from the Sept. 11 attacks
will be _even more disturbed
knowing the current status of
claims emanating from the
l 993 World Trade Center basement truck-bomb attack. As of
Sept. 11, according to an
October National Law Journal
report, pre-trial discovery was
still taking place on "hundreds"
of 1993 claims (personal injury
lawsuits and property-damage
and
business-interruption
claims) pending before a New
York state judge, including at
least one on behalf of Cantor
Fitzgerald, the firm most devastated on Sept. 11.
__ One notable consistency
hetween the Clinton and Bush
administrations is that the
Department of the Interior still
is not certain how to remedy
what federal judge Royce
Lamberth has called the gove~ment's squandering of more
than $1 o billion in Indian trust
funds (payments for grazing,
mining, logging and oil-drilling
on Indian land) that it was
required to manage starting in
1887. In 1999, the department
said it was unable to examine
some trust fund records
because they were filed in
decrepit rooms with so much
rat feces as to be hazardous. In
October 2001, a status report
was prepared for Lamberth, but
various department officials
declined to sign it because of a
lack of confidence that it was
truthful.

Marriage in the 21st
century
__ In July, Mattie Charlene
Dyer, 70, married Yang Yukun,
71, in Calgary, Alberta, and settled down there; the bride is an
American-born teacher who
speaks only English, and the
groom is a retired · pip~fitt~r
who had lived all his hfe m
Beijing and speaks · only
Chinese. The marriage is "hard
to explain," said Dyer, but there
is "an electricity (and) a magnetism between us." And in
August, according to a New
York Times profile, medical
student Casey Moss, 22, and
Kara Price, 16, held hands for
the first time following a twoyear
"courtship."
The
Tennessee couple, who long

ago had pledged to each
other, is said to be representative of a growing
number of conservative
Christians who not only
say no to premarital sex
but say no to premarital
romance.

presented by

•

Compelling
explanations
__ In June, . indecent-exposure arrestee Scott Matthew
Brackett, 39, had just been
booked and bailed out on one
nude excursion through an
apartment complex in Broken
Arrow, Okla., when he was
picked up on a second foray.
According to the police report,
Brackett said that since the
authorities were still investigating the first charge and told hii_n
they wouldn't finalize then
report for two more days, he
figured that he had "two extra
days of freedom" until a recommendation would be made on
that first charge, and thus, he
"just went out to cele?rate ~y
taking his clothes off m public
again)."
__ According to a dispatch
from Nigeria reported in the
Cape Argus (Cape Town,_South
Africa), Ms. Amina Haruna, 22,
of Gusau, Nigeria, was turned
down by a Muslim court in
August in her quest to divorce
her husband, Malam Hassan
Mujahid, on the apparently sole
ground that his penis is too
large for her. The court r~led
that it could not determme,
even after examining doctors'
reports on the couple, wheth~r
the size discrepancy was sufficiently great to make the couple
incompatible.

5
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ACROSS FROM UCF!

and just wanted to buy some ?e.er
(though beer sales were prohibited at that time of the morning).
__ Bad Memory: In July, a 15year-old student in Kansas City,
Mo., who had previously told
police that he and his 29-year-old
teacher had been having sex, took
the witness stand at a preliminary
hearing and said, actually, he also
could not remember if he had sex
with the teacher or not: "I have a
pretty bad memory." And in Jun~,
the landmark $3 billion lawsmt
victory in Los Angeles by _exsmoker Richard Boeken agamst
Philip Morris was undoubtedly
aided by Boeken's testimony that
he did not remember any persuasive health warnings against
smoking before the 1990s.

People different
than us

(brother of the Sultan of Brunei,
the oil-rich country on the northern coast of Borneo) had been
busted by the sultan dOWJ?. to an
allowance of only $300,000 a
month, because he had been
wasting the family's money
(all~gedly, $15 billion) in ~is_ role
as the country's finance rmmster.
In August 2001, Jefri's vast collection of consumer goods
(10,000 items, including hun.dreds of cars, 17 airplanes and
several yachts, one of which he
named "Tits," with twin dinghies
named "Nipple 1" and "Nipple
2") were sold at auction (for a
mere $7.8 million). Until two
years ago, the sultan w~s the
world's richest man, but his fortune is believed to have shrunk to
about $10 billion.

According to an
August profile in the St.
Petersburg (Fla.) Times,
local
resident
Tom
Cagley, 66, has chronicled the life of his 21year-old son, Nick, by making
journal entries in writing ever:
day since the day he found out his
wife was pregnant (8,019 consecThinning the herd
utive days, in 62 spiral note__ In a road-rage chase that
books, totaling 7,412 pages and,
ended when the pursuing car
he estimated, 3 million words).
wrapped itself around a tree, its
The elder Cagley said he realized
driver and the front-seat passenthat he had not spent enough time
ger who egged him on w~re
with his five children from an
killed, and the driver bemg
earlier marriage and wanted to
chased (who stopped twice to
make sure that didn't happen with
attempt to apologize but was
Nick (who, while generally
threatened and cursed and so kept
appreciative of Dad's effort,
on driving) was unharmed
. admitted that he has not been
. (Clearwater, Fla., August). And a
very interested in reading the
19_year-old man became the la.tjournals).
est wild-cruising teen-ager to die
by sticking his head out the pasUpdate
senger window at the wrong
__ News of the Weird reported moment (utility pole) (East
in April 2000 that Prince Jefri Meadow, N.Y., September).

."

c:

I don't think SO
__ In July in a Suffolk
County (Mass.) court, Dr.
Marcos Ramos, 59, was convicted of 13 counts of indecent
assault on female p-atients and
sentenced to at least six years in
prison. His lawyer, Willie J.
Davis, had hammered the
theme to the jurors that Ramos'
gratuitously giving . patients
breast exams, even though they
were unrelated to any medical
condition relevant to their
cases, was the right thing to do
"because you never know when
(cancer) is going to appear."
__ Gail M. Follis, 35, was
cha_rged with attempted robbe~
of a convenience store m
Elkhorn, Wis., in August after
an employee spotted her toward
the back of the store carrying a
rifle and attempting to put on a
ski mask. According to the
clerk, Hollis said she knew the
situation looked bad, but that
she had just come in from
skeet-shooting (hence, the gun)

(
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SOMBHIN6 MISSIN6?
Campus Cutie will return next week!

I

The Alliance

For Justice

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Thev did the
monstet mash...
FROM PAGE

Senator :Richard Durbin, Congresswoman Carolyn Mccarthy,
Common Cause President Scott Harshbarger
UNlVERSlTY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA@ Cape Florida Ballroom

I

9:00 PM Tuesday, November 13, 2001

I

lNFO?: call 823-6471 • http://osa.ucf.edu
.. Funded by the Activity and Service Fee as.allocated by the Student Government Association.
Passes available in the Student Union, Room 208, Student Activities.
~
•

Passes required. Seating is limited and not guaranteed. Please arrive early. ID required.
Presented in association with Campus Activities Board.

~

~

Dea.dJy Business takes a. new look at the issue of gun violence by turning the spotlight on the
gun industry and high1ighting its role in the epidemic of gun violence in America. The film
explores the marketing practices of firearm. manufacturers, the role of the gun lobby, the lack
of safer product designs a.nd more. Dea.dJy Business a.lso takes a reveaJ.ing look a.t, the pa.ra.llels
between the gun and tobacco industry's efforts to ensure their businesses rema.in unregulated.
The film features Sena.tor Richard. Durbin, Congresswoman Carolyn McCarthy, Common Cause
President Scott Harshbarger and more.

www.firstmonday2001.com

- - ---!The sky. The water. The stores.I-----
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chameleon with a mean streak
and Buscemi's voice is rife
with an underlying menace
that oozes from every pixelated pore. But for all the amazing voicework of these incredible actors, a few well-p~aced
giggles and coos steal the
movie. Oddly enough, the real
stars of Monsters, Inc. aren't
the monsters, but Boo, the little girl who wanders into their
city. Even though she is animated in the cartoony sty le
that Pixar is known for, she is
more likable, endearing and
real than the entire "human"
cast of Final Fantasy.
The visuals in the film are
just as astonishing as the per-

formances. J3ut the real magic
behind any Pixar film is that
though each film is a cinematic experiment that moves technologically forward, the creators remain grounded in the
basic elements of good oldfashioned storytelling .
As it turns out, the monsters of Monsters, Inc. aren't
so scary and bad after all,
which is more than I can say
about my closet-monster. The
film is a visual feast for the
eyes. But the real enjoyment
comes from the great story and
performances. Prepare to be
drawn into a world of towering ogres and multi-eyed
slugs. A world where your
own closet monster may be
waiting to greet you, too.

Taste of Orlando at
Waterford Lakes Town Center
Food and Fun for the entire Family!
Saturday, ~~vember 17th 11 ·5 pm
Old Vines Wine Merchants
Amalfi ltahan Restaurant
Bennigan's
Pizza Hut
Bubbalou's BBQ
Macaroni Grill
Chuck E. Cheese's
Maharaja Indian Restaurant
Subway
Pepsi
Papa Joe's
Crystal Spring Water
Budweiser-City Beverages
Sam's Club
Baja Burrito Kitchen
Zephyrhills Spring Water
Publix at Eastwood
Boston Market
BJ's Wholesale Club

taffe-or

ORLANDO

•Live Music
• Family Entertainment

N

Pasquale's Italian
Johnny Rockets
Saigon Wok
Chick-fil-A
Starbucks
All American Hot Dogs
Chili's Bar &Grill
Planet Smoothie
Fazoli's
Duffy's Subs
Red Lobster
Applebee's
Olive Garden
Longhorn Steakhouse
Margarita's Grill
Toojay's Gourmet Deli
SuperTarget
Gator's Dockside

•Fun Prizes and Great Giveaways
•Hands on Activities and Great Food

Advance tickets just $10 for adults and $5 for kids. Purchase your tickets at
Waterford Lakes Town Center management office, located at 413 North Alafaya Trail between
Claire's Accessories and Old Navy. Please call 407-737-2866 for more information.
In partnership with the East Orange Chamber of Commerce

SIMON.
simply the best shopping there is•

shop simon.com.

.· Waterfiwd Lakd;

TOVVNOCENTER

EEMW-Wt-lHFEIEEMM+MMIF@

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Indian state

6 In good shape
10 A Simpson
14 Part of a process

15 Costa_
16 Pl'O\ro's state
17 _Hall University
1S Prayer wind-up
19 SolJl"ld quality
20 Grace
22 Mi;l1nery anchor?
24
Aviv-Jaffa

25 Arrrr; bed
26 Shoe part

'n
29
33
35
36
37
38

Invented facts
Endure

Pulverize
1rraa1e
Track gathering

Inning erders

Becker or Yeltsin
39 Cookery expert

Rombauer
40 Fence the loot
41 Down for1he
night
42 Loses foo~ng
43 Forbore
45 Singer Paul
48 Hoods' guns
47 Chicke1/king
connection
48 Mauna

volcano
51 Tritute
54 Barbe~r,g

Just off the East-West Expressway on Alafaya Trail

5 Terro~zed
6 Pamphlet
7 Coleridge poem,

"The

ofthe

Ancient Mariner"
8 Cool down
9 Sewer entrances

10

57 Bridle part

11 AttheS1Jmmit

59 Shenff's bard

12 Rajahs wife
13 Subsequently

00 Clair de

61 Jamaicanexpon
62 Join in
63 Pops1he

question

64 Jab
65 Takes ren
DOWN

1 Balance-5tieet
plus
2 Urxighl stone

slab
3 Phoebeand
Phobus
4 Keenly

1117/01

Alrigltt.srel!l-1

56 ICU element

e!lthusiastic

.

©20tl1 Ttibune r~a Setvices. Inc

S~rdrink

21 Silent assen!
23 Attemative to

lager
26 Unitorm
28 Foments
29 Worn down
30 Tightrope
walkers
31 Officefill-in
32 Greek letters
33 Urge
34 Bumpk:in
35 Choir attire

38 Ump'sreq~
42 Rec fish
44 Oroq>

Please see
answers on
page A-15

45 The Greatest

53 Weasels

47 Astronomer

relative
54 Smoo:h

Ce.nnon
49 Beg nn1ng

50 Teen followers?
51 Waikiki dance
52 Burden

comparative
55 Johrmycake

58 Pnma donra·s
p·oblem
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Is lbox the one to buv?
DAVID TAYLOR
STAFF WRITER

I

t seems that Microsoft has its hands
in about everything. From television
stations like MSNBC to its own software titles, Microsoft is the corporate
equivalent of a jack-of-all-trades.
Continuing this growth, Microsoft
has decided to make its mark on the
home video game industry by releasing a
new console, the
Xbox, into the marketplace on Nov.
15. The Xbox is a
top of the line game
machine, support- ·
ing stellar graphics
and a number of
innovative features
with
which
Microsoft plans to
put competitors to
shame.
The first and
most important factor for any system are the games.
Microsoft has over 41 titles planned for
release in 2001, roughly 15 of which will .
be available on the launch date. Tf1:e
games run off dual-layer DVDs similar
to those of the Playstation 2. These discs
however cari, hold up to nine gigabytes of
data, allowing third-party companies to
design huge games with lush graphics
and hours of playtime.
Two of these games are Dead or Alive
3 and Oddworld: Munch's Odyssee, both
continuations of popular games for the Playstation and Dreamcast that will be
available at launch. Additionally, there
will be many new series debuting on the
system such as two other highly anticipated titles Halo and Project Gotham

Racmg. Halo is described as a Starship
Troopers-type experience where the
player has to command troops and drive
vehicles while all the time killing aliens
left and right. Project Gotham Racing, as
the title suggests, is a racing game that by
all accounts brings Gran Turismo-type
racing to the Xbox. These four games
however are just some of the launch date
highlights. Microsoft is promising more
and more exclusive titles to come.

The Xbox is fairly large for a video
game system, about the size of a standard
VCR. Its size is due to the contents
"under the hood." The black and green
system comes with a 8 GB hard drive
that allows players to save data without
the need of memory cards such as those
for Playstation. Inside the Xbox there is
also an Ethernet card that Microsoft will
utilize next year when it opens up its
gaming network. Using this technology
players can compete against each other
online much like people do now with
PCs or the Sega Drearricast.
With the controller, Microsoft has
taken successfully elements of past systerns and integrated th~m. It is shaped
similar to the Dreamcast controller, with

an analog stick (made famous by the
Nintendo 64) in the upper left and a standard directional .pad below it. On the
right side there
are six buttons
used for game
play similar to
the old Saturn
controller. The
rest of the controller
looks
like
a
Dreamcast one,
with
an!llog
triggers on the
back, one for
each hand, and
two accessory
slots
where
players can put
memory cards
and
microphones inside. Much like the Nintendo
64, there are four controller ports so
there is no need to buy an adapter when
having buds over for beer and pizza.
Other special features include breakaway cords. These cords connect the
controllers to the Xbox and with a slight
tug they can be ripped away. This solves
the ever present problem of tripping over
cords, causing the whole system to fall
on the floor. Another feature is that players can not only play CDs but also record
tracks_to use while playing games. You
can listen to Metallica (or Yanni, if that's
your thing) while playing a game of Tony
Hawk.
There is unfortunately a dark side to
all these excellent features. For one,
many video game reviewers feel the
Xbox controller is too big, being more of
a distraction than a tool. This is an easy
problem to solve though, considering the

number of third party controllers that
come out every year. Also there is the
DVD problem. Yes, the Xbox can play
DVDs but for -an
extra $30. In
order to play
DVDs one needs
a remote control
that comes separately from the
system
which
costs about $30.
This seems like a
way
for
Microsoft to further get into the
watlets of consumers. Taking
into account the
corporation's
track record, it is
not surprising.
After all, how ma~y versions ~of
Windows are there?
Xbox is a system geared toward the
15 - 25-year-old range of the public.
Every feature of this new console reflects
this demographic through its hardware
complexities to the content to the games.
This is very different from the upcoming
Nintendo Gamecube that is trying to
appeal to a more general audience.
Xbox has many promising features,
but also many that question its success as
an entertainment console. Its price, for
example. At $300 the Xbox is a serious
investment for even the ·more "affluent"
college student. People need to definitely
research to see if the Xbox is right for
their individual tastes before purchasing
it. However, if Microsoft's dream
machine lives up to its capabilities on
paper, then 2002 will be a great year for
Bill Gates.

Lifehause: Sault=ul and si111ple
JACKIE MYERS
STAFF WRITER

S

omet.imes less is more, especially in the case of
Lifehouse's Halloween performance at House
of Blues.
The trio (Jason Wade on lead vocals and guitar,
Sergio Andrade on bass guitar and Rick
Woolstenhulme on <.\rums) kept their set simple and
straightforward. There was no flashy set, only a huge
backdrop of their album cover art. Lifehonse did not
rdly on special effects or fancy footwork to keep the
audience entertained. Instead the focus was on their
introspective songs.
Wade, who either wrote or co-wrote every song off
the debut album, 11 No Name Face," kept his eyes shut
during most of the songs, pouring bis soul into the
lyrics about self-discovery. His raspy baritone wafted
through the air and transformed into falsetto when
appropriate.
Wade, 21, has been described as an unpretentious
version of a cross between Val Kilmer and Jim
Morrison. His newfound sex symbol status was
apparent judging from the front row of screaming
teen-age girls. The lanky blond did not appear to
notice.
After the first few songs, the band decided to slow
it down a bit with a mellow acoustic version of
"Somewhere in Between." Perched upon stools,
Lifehouse performed the song for what seemed like
10 minutes. The lyrics were sung is such a fashion
that they started to resemble a lullaby as tbe audience
sang along.
B~fore the acoustic calm.11ess could cause anyone

to drift off to sleep, Lifehouse stepped it up a notch
with the anguished and indec;isive "Cling and Clatter."
Then came "Breathing," which has a beat resembling
that' of the Shawn Colvin song "Sunny Came Home."
Midway through the set Wade stepped out of the
spotlight to let his other band mates and tour musicians show off their skills. With the first note of one
of the biggest breakout songs of the year, "Hanging
by a Moment," the audience roared with squeals of
delight. Wade's nose wrinkled as he gave the most
passionate performance of the night.
Lifehouse performed the ultra romantic
"Everything," which starts out soft and slow and
builds up to a faster and harder edged version midsong. It appeared to be' a crowd favorite.
Wade blew the audience a kiss as the Los Angelesbased band waved goodbye. But their exit was only a ·
trick~ The treat was that they were coming back out
to share two more songs with the audience.
For the first time during the night, Wade tossed his
guitar aside, allowing him to move freely to the
music.
Wade admits he uses song writing as a form of
therapy."After his parents divorced when he was 12
years old, he began writing poetry and playing around
with melodies. He confesses that from time to time he
sits back and observes people walking by to get inspiration. Wade says that his main goal is for people to
connect to his music. Judging from the reactions of
the House of Blues crowd, he has accomplished just
that.

JACKIE MYERS I

lifehouse's lead singer Jason Wade says that he wants
people to conned to his music.
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Life or

d·eath
CHRISSY FICARA
STAFF WRITER

S

elf-defense, security, recreation,
revenge: what do you use guns for?
The controversy behind gun control, gun possession laws, how guns should
be used and who should be using them is an
ongoing and constantly changing battle.
Some argue for what the Constitution states
as "the right to bare arms," while other

organizations use gun death statistics to
stricken the laws and rights surrounding
gun usages. One such organization is the
First Monday Campaign, a national campaign that seeks to mobilize college and
graduate students (found to be among the
strongest supporters of common sense gun
laws) as well as other concerned citizens
against gun violence.
First Monday is attempting to fight the
battle against guns in America by targeting
the The National Rifle Association and
those gun industries who market mayhem
to America. How are they doing this exactly? To make its case against the gun industry, the First Monday Camp~gn is releasing
a new documentary film called Deadly

Business that exposes gun industry abuses.
The 30-minute film, by documentary
filmmaker Glen Pearcy, reveals how the
gun industry and gun lobby work together
to keep guns the least regulated and most
lethal product sold in America. It aims to
discredit such myths as, "You will be better
protected if you have a gun in your home"
and "Guns are used to kill criminals and
strangers who attack people at random." In
actuality, in 1998, 30,078 people died from
gun violence in America .and 17,424 lives
were taken as a result of suicide with guns
and 966 were unintentional shooting accidents. The film itself is broken down into
seven sections that go into greater detail
about the issues and discussions surround-

ing gun violence. These topics include,
"Selling Death," "Unregi.Ilated Industry,"
"Political Influence," "Crime Guns,"
"Deceptive Marketing," "Endangering
Kids" and "Fight Back."
If this sounds like something worth taking a look at, the chance is coming soon.
On Nov. 13 at 9 p:m. in the Cape Florida
Ballroom there will be a special free
screening of Deadly Business exclusively
for UCF students. Seating is limited,
though, so make sure to arrive early.
"First Monday is activating a new generation of Americans willing to take action
to make our future safer," Robert K. Musil,
Ph.D. Take the first step in the fight against
gun violence.
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Campus
Activities Board
Office of Student Activities

Concerts

For more information on events
contact the Office of Student
Activities at 407-823-6471 or
stop by the office in SU 208.

NOVEMBER
7th - CAB Speetacular: Knights Miss UCF Auditions, 'Stnd<"At Union rm 3-04, 4-6pm
7th.., Emerging Knight;; "Inspirational Student Leaders, 11 Student Unfon 218D, 6pm
7th- CAB Cultural Arts & GLBSU present 11Diva .Invasion, 1' Student Union Cape Florida Ballroom, 8pm
8th - CAB Spectacular '.Knight.~ Miss UCF .Auditions, Student Union rm.304, 4-()pm
9~ ... CEL E.tiquette Dinner, l{Qsen Centre, 'fpm • Tickets Required
10th - VUCF SPARK,' 11HQund Ravenn Supply Drive~ l?etsmart (<m. GQlonial Drive} .. CaUfor m~re info
10th - 16th - VUCF Hunger & Homefossness Week (Food and Clothing Drive}

Printable calendar

12th - Holiday - No Classes!
13th - VUCF Green Ribbon Day, Student tJmun South .Patio, uam..lz30pm
lath - tuiighi& of the R<>und Table Meetin~h Student Unfon 218C, 3pm
13th - CAB Cinema NET Docunte~taty - "Deadly Business,u Student Union Cape Florida Ballroom, 9pm

available online !

14th -YUCFMentor 1.'faining Se~siQn 1 Student Union 22(), 4-6pm ,

Get Involved!

14th - VUCF Hunger Banquet, $tµd~nt Union Pegasus Grand Ballroom
Twt> cans <>f food required for entry - Check-in: 6:45p:rii~ Dinner: 7-9pm
14th - CAB Cinema movie - 11Ameriean Pie 2 111 Student Union Cape Florida Ballr()om, 9pm
14th - 15th- VUCF Blood Drive, Student Union South Patio 1 lOam-Spm

I

Funded by the Activity and Service Fee as allocated
by the Student Government Association
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-

Ad paid for by CAB Public Relations;

15th - CAB Cultural Arts Thursday Knight Jive, Wired Cafe, 7-l lpm
P~tting

the ACTIVITY in Campus Activities!
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Guavaween a·ghoul's
holidav celebration

Listen Upl
1

FoltEST CRUMPLER.
$TAFF WRITER

mericans belong to a cultilre' of consumers, bu~ t<>

ave a con~umpuon
based society, two vital things
must be present: production and
creation. As a tribute to the efficiency 9f our society, two groups
of musicians have decided to produce without creating.
On Thursday, B~ck Booth
hosted a CD listening party for the
latest albums of both Radiohead
and Pink Floyd. While both
aibums 'a te new chronologically,
the cbntent is very fun familiar
since one is auve compilation and
the other is a greatest hits revisitoo. Now, while the· above cornmentary may sound like it was an
unim~sive event, I would like
to personally assure everyone that
it was n9t as such. 'It seems that the
best events are the ones witnessed
by-0nJy a few, anq this evening {as
the turnout can attest) was no different. .As a witness to these samplers, I was duly impressed with
both.
The first of the two was the
album I Might be Wrong, Live
Recordings by Radiohead. Not
just a cleaver title, it is actually an
entire CD of live music from an
actual Radiohead show. There is
something very special about

.

hearing the reverb from the amps
and Marshal Stacks as well as the
silent second before the crowd
pulls themselves out of the marl..
juana induced trance to realize that
the song is in fact over and the

fan .isn't terribly concerned with
that. If l had to sum up the sound
in a single word Jwould use "trippy." Maybe not the most descriptive bf adjectives, but it was the
first that came· to mind. I would
put it on the Christmas list of anyone who is or wants to be a
Radiohe8:d fan. It hits the shelves
onNov.13.
Now it's time to talk about the
big boys, Pink Floyd. Then~ ,,
shouldn't be -any more that needs···
to be said We were only treated to
an eight-song s~pler, but those
eight tra«~ added up to over an.
hour. Never ohes for minimalism,
Pink Floyd packs the musical
equivalent of a Homeric saga into
a two CD set called Echoes due
out on Nov. 6. Some hot points on
the disc are the crystal clear version of my personal favorite,
"Wish you were here," as well as a
good version of "Comfortably
numb." "Shine on you crazy diamond" was seven parts, and that
was just on the sampler. Who
knows what time consumption
lurks in the grooves of the full LP,
but if you have to spend time ,I
can't think of a better form to buy
this in.
I will most likely be adding
these re-mastered greatest hits to
my collection, and I am sure I '
won't be the only one.

applause begins. Now, I've never
been to a Radiohead show and
seen them live but after hearing
this CD I am tempted to imagine
that it would be really impressive.
This was a good sounding album,
not heavy rock, but any Radiohead

.

RACHEL BRAVERMAN
STAFF WRITER

T

he freaks came out to play on Oct.27. Their playground was
none other than the infamous Ybor City in Tampa. Mischief
was key at thi& pre-Halloween celebration called Guavaween.
Devils, angels, men in drag and witches filled 7th Street to capacity on Saturday Ilight. The street could have been a club itself, with
music from the surrounding clubs and bars flowing out into the open
air. There were so many people; it was nearly impossible to walk an
inch without knocking into an elbow or an angel's wings.
For those who have not yet had the pleasure of visiting Ybor, club
after club, bar after bar line 7th Street as f~ as the eye can see. Think
of it as the Bourbon Street of Tampa. A location such as this can only
house some of the most rowdy and well-known celebrations in the
country, such as Guavaween and Gasparilla.
A mere $10 got the devilish visitors through the gates. From that
point on, all clubs, like Velvet and Pleasure Dome, were free. The
only things that cost money were drinks and some bar entries. Some
bars charged a one-time entry fee, even if it was only to use the bathroom! As unconstitutional as that sounds, it actually turned out quite
handy, especially for those who broke the seal early.
Even if there was the occasional bar fee, it did not seem to curb
the cash flow. This can be certain by the drunken revelers that
seemed to multiply every second. It's hard to tell whether or not
there was more drinking in the streets or in tqe bars themselves.
One thing that was sure to be seen in the streets, by popular
demand, was boobs. In the balconies were boobs. In the streets were
boobs. Men of all ages walked 7th Street in search of them, advertising beads in exchange for a flash. Women responded, winning
themselves bead necklaces of all shaped and sizes. Some flashed a
little more than necessary, depending how elaborate the heads were.
By the end of the night, everyone walked or stumbled out of
Guavaween with plenty of beads. All the creatures of the night had
their fun and can't wait for February's Gasparilla, for more drinks
and more beads and whatever else should happen to pop up.

NoV7-NoV13
r·

Diva Invasion Drag Show@Cape FL Ballroom>Spm
·-! CAB Miss UCF Auditions @SU>4-6p
I FREE Yoga @SU Garden Key 221AB>7-8:30p
I Emerg. Knights -lnspir. Student Leaders @SU 218D
Comm. Nursing Center Day@ Atrium HPA 1>12-2p
! Kappa Kappa Psi Step Show@SU>11 a-2p
1

I Knights Roundtable @ Beef O'Brady's>7-8p
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FREE Yoga @SU Garden Key 221AB>7-8:30p
'. Learn Tai Chi @Stone Soup Collective>6:30-7:30p
. !Hunger & Homelessness Week/Food & Clothing Drive
1

'l

Karate Class@SU Garden Key 221AB>7:30-9p
Crew Club Erg-a-thon @SU Patio>all day
!CAB Miss UCF Auditions @SU>4-6p
: Filmstock Free Films @CL 1 Rm 121>7p
~ "Shakin the Mess Out of Misery'' @People's Theatre,
;
Downtown>Bp
Picasso at the Lapin Agile" @Theatre UCF>8p

contact: sapna36@hotmail.com
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! Karate Class@SU Key West 218C>7:30-9p.
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i Volunteer UCF Green Ribbon Day@SU>11a-1 :30p
! "Importance of lnt'I Education" & "Dialogue b/w lnt'I &
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The Skinny promotes any UCF
club or organization, as well as

local bands and other local talent.
Visit us online and submit your ·
event.
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Musicians unite for
benefit concert
AMANDA ANCES
STAFF WRITER

I

t is a rare occurrence for over
25 of today's hottest musical
acts to unite on the same
stage. Yet, on Oct. 21, artists
from R&B, pop, rock, country
and soul joined together for the
United We Stand benefit concert
at RFK ,stadium in Washington,
D;C.
The concert consisted of only
10 acts when ABC transformed
the 8-hour music marathon into a
2~hour television special that
aired on Nov. 1.
Former "Full House" star
John Stamos hosted the TV special. Why Stamos would host this
event after being absent from the
public eye for so long is anyone's
guess. PerhapS';" it was to help
promote his new ABC series,
"Thieves." Nevertheless, Stamos
did not have much camera time
and was practically absent from
the concert as well, except for the
occasional voiceover to introduce
the acts.
The Backstreet Boys kicked
off the event with a disturbing
performance of "The Star
Spangled Banner." It is understandable for singers to alter the
song just a bit, in an effort to harmonize, but singing the lyrics

with an entirely different melody
is unacceptable. The National
Anthem is a song no one should
toy with.
Mariah Carey dedicated her
performance of "Hero" to
America. Despite previous health
problems, Carey showed that
she's on the road to recovery.
Following the ballad, she turned
up the pace with the upbeat "Last
Night a DJ Saved my Life," from
her latest album Glitter.
Janet Jackson's performance
was a strange addition to the special. Jackson was unable to attend
the concert so she performed "All
for You" via satellite from her
Pittsburgh show. Instead, the television special . should have
included a live performance from
an artist in attendance, such as
Carole King, Pink or *NSYNC.
The highlights of the concert
were the songs that now carry
new meaning, in the light of our
nation's tragedies.
Destiny's Child's "Survivor"
explains America's newfound
role.
P. Diddy's remake of "I'll Be
Missing You" is now bittersweet.
PLEASE SEE

Unity

oN

A-16

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Michael Jackson unleashed his new charity single "What More Can I Give"
=-a~t'""the United We Stand benefit.

Monstrouslv good
STEVE McCAIN
STAFF WRITER

M

y monster was green
and looked like a
cross-pollinated cockroach and preying mantis. It
always waited for my parents to
tuck me in before bursting
through my bedroom closet to
terrorize
me
with
what I was
· sure would
be a slow
and horrendous death.
Needless to
say,
it
scared . the
bejesus out
of me. It
never once
occurred to
me that it
was probably more scared of me than I
was of it.
It's a known fact that kids
are scared of the "monster-inthe-closet." But in the new
Disney offering Monsters, Inc.,
closet monsters are even more
afraid of the kids they're supposed to frighten. In the monsters' city, Monstropolis, the
screams of human children are a
precious commodity. Screams
of fear provide energy
to
the
homes, cars
and gadgets
of all its
monstrous
inhabitants.
So, monsters burst
through
closet
doors
to
retrieve
this much
needed
energy source. The catch?
Human children are believed to
carry germs that are fatal to all
monsters. No one is more aware
of this than the scream-catching
team of Sully (voiced by John

into the monsters' very own
power plant.
Mayhem ensues as Mike and
Sully try to get the kid, affec- ·
tionately nicknamed Boo by
Sully, back to her bedroom
before anyone else realizes
what
has
happened.
Monsters,
Inc. is the
latest computer-generated
film
from
Disney/Pixar
Studios.
And, unlike
the dismal
Final
Fantasy, it
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
manages to
stretch the
most fearful screams while boundaries of the artform while
avoiding the deadly touch of the retaining its celluloid magic.
kid that he's terrifying. With This is thanks to the creative
Mike as his right-hand monster, team behind Toy Story and a
Sully consistently racks up the healthy sprinkling of Disney's
higher
numbers
for cinematic pixie dust.
The film starts off on a more
Monstropolis' energy-generatsubdued pace than either of the
ing company, Monsters, Inc.
· But times are tough. Kids Toy Story films, but quickly
today are getting to harder to picks up steam, morphing from
scare, prompting a steadily a sweet buddy film into a ripgrowing energy crisis in roaring screwball comedy.
Goodman
and Crystal
are
a
comedic duo
worthy
of
Dean Martin
and
Jerry
Lewis, with
Goodman's
Sully playing the ultiblue
mate
shaggyhaired
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
straight-man
to Crystal's
Monstropolis. And while Mike one-eyed comic relief. Steve
and Sully are doing their part to Buscemi plays their nefarious
ensure the continued stability of foil, Randall, and obviously relMonsters, Inc., the unthinkable ishes in the role. Randall is a
happens: a kid bursts through
the wrong end of a closet door
PLEASE SEE They ON A-19

Goodman)' and Mike (Billy
Crystal). Sully is the best of the
best, with all the right moves.
He knows how to strike quickly
and effectively; bursting out of
a child's closet, picking the right
face and growl, and eliciting the
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COMMENTARY

UCF's football
seniors honored in
ceremony before
win over Akron
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

ANDRE BEAUCAGE

..."'_

I CFF

Senior middle linebacker Tito·
Rodriguez has led UCF in tackles for
two consecutive years.

.

ANDRE BEAUCAGE

I CFF

Senior wide receiver Thad Ward
scored the first offensive touchdown
of his career on Senior Day.

Each player made the walk acrpss the
field, flanked by family members and gamering applause for the Citrus Bowl crowd. It was
Senior Day at UCF, and all the soon-to-be
graduating football players were participating
in the traditional celebration of their final
home game.
Just one problem: It wasn't their last
home game.
As a result of the events of Sept.
11, UCF's game that weekend
against
UL-Lafayette
was
rescheduled for next weekend. It
will be UCF's final home
game; not last Saturday's contest against Akron as originally
planned.
But because many families' travel plans had already
been set, UCF opted to honor
their seniors against Akron anyway.
"My parents and my family,

they've been supporting me since day one and
it was just a great thing to kind of give them
some recognition," middle linebacker Tito
Rodriguez said.
For Rodriguez in particular, it's the
beginning of the end of a great college career.
Leading the team in tackles this season with
108, he has had 286 over the past four years.
Eight of them came against the Zips. A Butkus
Award candidate, he will assuredly continue
on into the NFL. He's one of many defensive
players that will move on after this season.
Fellow linebackers Willie Davis and
Elliot Shorter will depart as well. Davis has
started every game this season, recording 75
tackles and 2 sacks. He has 170 tackles and six
sacks for his career. Shorter lias struggled with
an ankle sprain and missed a few games this
year. Both played against Akron, getting six
PLEAsE SEE

11 starters oN B-8

Senior defensive end
Boma Ekiyor,
originally from
Nigeria, worked
his way into the
starting lineup
for the first time
this year.
JOE KALEITA

I CFF

Arkansas presents last chance for big upset in 2001
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

Call it a statement game. A chance to
beat an unranked but highly recognizable
and formidable foe.
When the UCF football team travels to
Arkansas this weekend, that's exactly the
situation they'll be faced with. For the
Golden Knights, in a year filled with tough
road -losses to high quality opponents,
Arkansas represents the last chance to put
another notch next to Alabama in their belt
of upset wins.
The Razorbacks possess a name that
.People know by virtue of their
~
· in the Southeaster Conference

fn{

•

alone. At 5-3, they remain on the outside
looking in on the_ national polls.
Nevertheless, they've made their mark on
those rankings, upsetting ninthranked South Carolina and
17th-ranked Auburn in
consecutive games the
past month, and beat
Ole Miss in an NCAA
record seven overtimes last weekend.
This, combined with a blowout of
Weber State, has erased the bitter taste
of an early three-game losing streak.
"(Wins over South Carolina and
Auburn) has been very, very good,"
PLEASE SEE

Arkansas oN B-5

DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

Rivalry,

anyone_?
It's too bad most of UCF's
students went to Gator Growl,
because Saturday's game
against Akron was probably the
most important home game this
school has had in ~ long, long
time.
No, it wasn't a game
against a nationally-ranked
opponent like Virginia _Tech
last year, but it was a glimpse
of something UCF football ·
hasn't had since it left Division
I-AA in 1995 - a real, bona
fide rivalry. UCF-Akron may
not have had the history of
Auburn-Alabama or the national title implications of FloridaFlorida State, but this game is
going to be one heated contest
in the near future.
Even though the Golden
Knights have only played
Akron four times now, there is
no love lost between these two
teams. Last year, Akron embarrassed UCF 35-24 in Ohio, but
the Golden Knights left that
game feeling like they were the
better team. When UCF officially joined the Mid-American
Conference last week, Akron
Coach Lee Owens said he
wanted to give UCF a "brassknuckl~ greeting" to the conference. UCF Coach Mike
Kruczek promptly read that
quote to his team in practice
for some extra motivation.
Then, before the game, Akron's
players danced on the UCF
logo painted in the middle of
the Citrus Bowl. The Golden
Knights weren't too happy
about this, and took out their
anger by abusing Akron to the
tune of 50 points in the first
half.
"I definitely think both
teams
don't really
like each
other," UCF
quarterback
Ryan
Schneider
said. "I'm
pretty sure
they don't
like us and I
Schneider
PLEASE SEE
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'Experienced' freshman guides UCF men's soccer
TOM ALEXAi 'DER
STAFF WRITER

er had quite a few options open
to h~m. He could have stayed
and played soccer in Finland.
continued his studies there. or
he could have chosen to study
abroad. He sent a few e-mails
to different universities here in
the United States and ended up
choosing UCF.
"I heard some good things
about UCF from my friends
who had been here before. and
it was kind of safe for me
because I already knew where
I was going~ there were no big
surprises:· Heil-urainen said.
Upon
arnnng
here,
Heikurainen
immediately
made his presence known on
the field. With him tending
goaL UCF began the season 50-0 and won 6 of its first 8
games. He has a 1.12 goals
against average. the best in the
A-Sun Conference, \Ya named
· A-Sun Defensive Player of the
Week for the period ending
Oct. 21. and also leads the conference in shutouts. with five.
1 'o one else has come anywhere near the goalkeeper· s
box for UCF this . eason. and
UCF Coach Bob Winch can more. but that request has been
denied. This means that there
explain why.
--He provides us with will be a new face in goal for the
tremendous
leadership ... Knights next year, mo t likely
Winch said. ··He keeps the the aforementioned Olmos or
clntosh. Juuso Heikurainen ·s
defense very tight and gives
players good information. He
has really made the team his
own right from the start. which
i important as a goalkeeper. 1
"e have other very good keep- ,
ers like Richard Olmo and
Ryan Mclnto h who traiti Yery
hard. but if hard to make a
change v. hen thing are going
so well back there.··
Heil"Ufainen attribute~ his
leadership· on the field to his
age and experience.
--rm not afraid to ay \vhat
I think on the field, and I think 1
I can help with m. experience... he aid. ··~ ost of ID)
teamma e are 18. 19 years
old. and -m -4. o I think they
would Ii-ten to me more than
they would an l or 19-yearold [keeper]. I ju t hope what I

If one were to attend a
UCF men· s soccer game this
season and take in only the
sounds of the game. there are a
few things one would surely
hear: the grunting sound a
player makes as be is tackled. a
coach giving the referee his
opinion on a particular call,
and, perhaps most notably. a
booming v01ce shouting the
word, '"KEEPERRR!'" - calling
for the ball almost as an outfielder in baseball would.
That
booming
voice
belongs to 24-year-old freshman UCF goalkeeper Juuso
Heikurainen, one of the (until
lately) unsung heroes of this
Golden Knights team.
The above line is not a
typographical error. 24-yearold freshman is correct.
Heil.'Urainen, who hails from
Helsinki. Finland. ~ as born on
Jan. 1. 1977. He is the only
player on the team •ho already
holds a bachelor's degree (in
Bu ine Admini tration from
1.ercuri Bu ine
Schoo) in
Finland and i pursuing a
ma ter·s here
ac L'CF.
Ho •ever. since this is his first
(and only year of eligibility in
the United States. he has been
cla sified as a freshman. but
Heikurainen i perhaps the
mo t experienced fre hman
ever to et foot on a UCF soccer field.
J uuso Heil.--urainen began
playing occer at the age of 5,
ju t as ~amerhing to do with
hi friends. He staned playing
on club ream when he ·as
ab ut 6. and eventuall. · •ent to
fakelanrinne High School. a
ports high ch 1 ' •here he
and hi teammates \a team
made up of what -ere on idered the est high ~ ~h ol pla; ers in Fin1and at the time) won
the High S hool
ari nal
Championship in I 9:. From
there he wem n to play for llie
Finni t.. Juni r 1 ational Team.
game ·hl~h Heil.-urninen ay
a_ help .··
are the highlights f his career
c date.
\Vhile having an older
..If a=.wa_·s big top ay for goalkeeper like Heikurainen
y ur ountr)', and it w fun to ·ac be a tremendous as eL
--play ·\\'illi-so-man)- gooaplay- - tliere_1_ one-arawba~:-ne-1ers there.~ he said.
only eligible for this eason.
After graduati n from Coach \Vinch and hi
raff
ercuri. UCF' tar goaJkeep- have petitioned the "CAA for

.
•

•
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leads in a different direche plans to fiilish his mashere at UCF by 2003, and
there he isn't sure.
--rt would be hard to play
professional
soccer
here.

path
tion:
ter·s
from

CFF

because I would like to go back
to Finland in the summer, and
the season here is in the summer.., he said. "I think ru play
back in Finland. but I want to
keep my options open:·

•
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• Baked beans
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•
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• Come watch Football on the
816 SCREEN with stereo sound!
• Wireless Internet on the Patio!!
• Largest to-go _Soda on campus32 oz only 994 !!
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Pyrrhic victory in Tampa

10pm-12am

82-1905 •
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Senior forward Remi Hariz finished his career with 71 points, the sixthhighest total in UCF history.

In the UCF Student Union

The UCF men's soccer team, led by freshman standout midfielder Eric Vasquez' two goals, recorded an upset victory against the South
Region's seventh-ranked South Florida Bulls Wednesday night 3-L
Sophomore forward Daniel Berhane also contributed, converting a
penalty lcick for his 10th goal of the season, and Atlantic Sun
Conference Defensive Player of the Week, freshman goalkeeper Juuso
Heikurainen, recorded six saves. The victory came at a high price,
however, because in the 13th minute of the match, UCF senior forward
Remi Hariz, who is ranked sixth on UCF's all-time career points list,
was tackled and broke his foot. Hariz, who missed the first part of this
season due to an injury, is expected to miss the rest of his senior season. He finishes his UCF career with 71 points.

UCF eliminated from A-Sun tourney,
Mercer and Stetson share title
_ Although the Golden Knights defeated South Florida Wednesday
night and have already posted 11 wins this season, their fate in relation
to making the Atlantic Sun Conference Tournament rested in the hands
of the 3-11-1 CampbeU University Fighting Camels. The Camels, who
had no hope of making the tournament needed to hand the FAU Owls
(6-10-0, 4-3 in the A-Sun) a fourth conference loss for the Knights (116-0, 4-3 in the A-Sun) to obtain the fourth and final seed in the conference tournament. The Owls, however, defeated the Camels 3-2, and
because they defeated both UCF and Georgia State (who also had a 43 conference record) in head-to-head competition, they won the fourth
seed in the A-Sun Tournament and will face top-seeded Mercer (10-60, 5-2 in the A-Sun) in the first round. Here are the A-Sun standings at
press time:
1. Mercer (10-6-0 overall, 5-2-0 A-Sun)*#
2. Stetson (13-5-0 overall, 5-2-0 A-Sun)*#
3. Jacksonville (6-4-1 overall, 4-2-1 A-Sun)#
4. Florida Atlantic (6-10-0 overall, 4-3-0A-Sun)#
5. UCF (11-6-0 overall, 4-3-0 A-Sun)
6. Georgia State (8-6-0 overall, 4-3-0 A-Sun)
7. Campbell (3-11-1overall,0-5-1 A-Sun)
8. Belmont (2-12-1 overall, 0-6-0 A-Sun) ·

la llovemller 16th, YID Ctuld Win

;JU1 B.f.JJ 'iJ]JJJDDJJJJ 'JJlllBJJd ·
\~

Come out to the UCF Basketball regular season opener
on November 16th, and you could win a chance to sit in the
best seat in the house at the next home game. Winners wil1 get
to sit on a couch next to the court during the game and will
enjoy free pizza and cokes delivered by Knightro!

DIG'
I · ~rnrn [J[j
401 UCF GOLD
.Fer UckelS, call:
-

•

-

www.uctathletics.com

admission·~'

allFree
UCF students with .
valid UCF Card.

*Clinched share of Regular Season Conference Title
# Clinched seed in A-Sun Tournament
Tiebreakers were won based on head-to-head competition with
teams involved. Conference standings are detennined by conference
record, not overall record.

Knights to finish season on road
The Golden Knights travel to Miami to take on Florida
International on Nov. 9 to finish the season. 1bis will be-the last career
game for seniors Adam Hirsh, Steve Miller and Remi Hariz. Hariz,
however, is not expected to play due to a broken foot sustained in the
team's victory over South Florida.-The Golden Knights will have their
work cut out for them as FIU (9-6-0 overall, 3-2-0 Atlantic Soccer
Conference) has posted a 7-2-0 home record thus far this year. They
will also have to get past FIU goalkeeper Roy Rosenberg, who has 43
saves on the year and a .843 save percentage.
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Redshirt
freshman wide
receiver
Tavaris Capers
caught four
passes for 36
yards against

•

Akron~

Coaches have
big plans for
Capers, often
comparing him
to former UCF
standout Siaha
Burley.

•

ANDR~
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Young speedsters bring hopes for fast future
CHRIS BERNHARD.T
STAFF WRITER

Ever wonder how big time
programs stay big time for so
long? How do schools like
FSU, Nebraska and UF consistently stay ·among the elite
teams .in college football?
The answer is depth.
Behind many upperclassmen is
a young player with at least the
potential to fill the shoes of
their _predecessors. In the ongoing task of building its program, UCF is beginning to
stockpile talent in many areas.
One of those areas is wide
receiver.
Tavaris Capers and Luther
Huggins represent the future of
the UCF passing game. Both
red shirt freshmen, . they' re
already making plays and
drawing praise from coaches
and players alike.
"They bring that confidence that they're going to go
out and do whatever they want,
you can't stop them," quarterback Ryan Schneider said.
Neither are very big.
Capers ~tands at 5-foot-9 and
Huggins is 5-foot-11. But both
bring great speed to the table
and have made a contribution
this season. Against Akron on
Saturday, they both benefited
from an injury to Doug Giabriel.
Capers saw significant action in
multiple-receiver sets, catching
four passes for 36 yards.
Huggins reclaimed his kickoff
returning duties from Gabriel,
taking four kicks for 143 yards.
He opened the game with an
80-yard return that set up the
Golden Knight's first score.
But they're bonded by
more than just their potential
and position. Indeed, Capers
a.nd Huggins go back long
before their days at UCF. The
two met one another when they
were both attending Jackson
High School in Miami. There
they formed a powerful duo,
Capers catching over 1,800
yards and 17 touchdowns in his
final two seasons and Huggins
carrying _the ball 60 times for
785 yards and 12 touchdowns.
But they also forged a close
friendship. Their lockers are
right next to one another and
they're roommates.
"He's my boy," Huggins

said. "We've been together
since nintQ. grade in high
school. I was fortunate to come
to college with him. We're just
tight."
Both of them were heavily
recruited coming out of high
school. The University of
Miami wanted them, but they
chos~ UCF. One reason was its
location. Another was opportunity.
"They pass a lot and
they're closer to home. I want
my family to -come see me
play," Capers said.
Upon coming to UCF,
injuries, more than inexperience, forced them to redshirt.
Capers battled an ankle injury
throughout camp, but did see
action in one game againstNorthwestern
State.
He
returned one punt for no
yardage. Huggins saw a little
more time returning six kickoffs for 80 yards before a back
injury forced him to sit out the
rest of the year. Both used their
time out to gain strength, but
speed remains the vital skill
they bring to the field.
Huggins in particular has
found a niche as a weapon on
special teams. He has nine
returns for 218 yards, a solid
24.2-yard average. In high
-school, he was an All-American
in track, winning the high
school national championship
in the 200 meters with a time of
20.8. He also finished second in
the 100 meters with a blazing
time of 10.5. He returned kicks
in high school and has no
qualms about being asked to fill
that role.
"I love returning kicks,"
Huggins said. "I was the most
feared kick returner in Dade
County. By the time of my
senior year, people kicked
away from me. I love the·
respect when people kick away
from me."
For Capers, his speed has
been more used on offense.
· With nine catche& for 143 yards
and a touchdown, he's averaging 15.8 yards a reception. He's
envisioned as a big play ~eceiv
er for the future, a -bit in the
mold of former UCF wide
receiver Siaha Burley, who now
plays for the Orlando Predators
of the Arena Football League.
"My strength is catching

the ball and getting up the field,
getting yards after the catch,"
Capers said. "I don't like possession receivers."
While their role on UCF's
offense is still limited, they have
a chance for a big future.
According to receivers· coach
Sean Beckton, they're in line to
replace next year's likely starters,
Jimmy Fryzel and Gabriel, who
will graduate after that season.
"Right now they're still real,
real young in our system,"
Beckton said. "They have
tremendous ability, speed, a little
bit undersized but they make up

for it. We're looking for great
things from those guys in the
future."
As UCF enters an I-A conference for the first time, · they'll
need to keep building their depth
to compete. If Saturday's blowout
of Akron is any indication,
they're already on their way to
accomplishing that. For proof,
look no further than these two
promising speed demons.
"They're going to be dynamite," Schneider said. "Before
they graduate they' re going to be
considered probably the best onetwo tandem at UCF."

ANDRE BEAUCAGE
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Luther Huggins has a chance to be a
threat at both wide receiver and
kickoff returner for UCF.

Join your friends at Applebee's®
for NFL Ticket Every ·s unday!

•
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Arkansas beat No. 9 South Carolina,
No. 17 Auburn in consecutive weeks

•

among
their
Carolina and Auburn games. sophomores
Andrews has yet to allow a defensive backs and has been
Arkansas Coach Houston Nutt sack and the team has averaged getting plenty of production.
said. "Our schedule this ye!lf is 316.8 total yards per game Free safety Ken Hamlin is secdifferent than it has been. since he was inserted into the ond on the team with 77 tackles
Weber State kind of gave us a lineup. This compares to the and has two interceptions, two
little bit of confidence that 103-yard average in the other fumble recoveries and half a
helped us get ready for the next two games.
sack. Cornerbacks Lawrence
two games."
When
Andrews
was Richardson and Eddie Jackson
Some of their early woes brought in, there was some each have 31 tackles, the latter
could be attributed to growing shuffling along the line. Kenny having two .picks. He returned
pains on offense. A large Sandlin, considered one of the one for a touchdown. Corey
majority of their most produc- SEC's top guards, was moved Harris, the lone senior of the
tive offensive players are in to center. Sophomore Mark group, has 45 tackles, a sack,
only their first or second year. Bokermann, who manned the ar. interception and a fumble
The quarterback job was origi- right tackle for the first two recovery at strong safety.
nally handed to sophomore games, was shifted to right
The Razorbacks have been
Ryan Sorahan to start the sea- guard. The left ·side has very good at defending the
son, but when a back bruise remained the same, with pass, holding opponents to just
forced him to come out against seniors La'Zerius White and 190.7 yards a game. They have
Alabama, fellow sophomore Shannon Money starting at given up their share of passing
Zak Clark took over and has guard and tackle, respectively.
touchdowns but have been susyet to relinquish the job.
The X-factor on offense ceptible to the run. Opponents
Though his pass attempts have has been the incredibly versa- are averaging 168.7 yards on
been limited and his stats look tile Matt Jones. The freshman the ground with six touchordinary at best, he has been backup quarterback has seen downs.
steady enough to have a 3-1 action in the teams past four
They've been excellent on
record as the starter. A state games and been a vital part of special teams, being one of
product from Fayetteville, he's their last three wins . He's only six teams in I-A to return
completed 48 percent of just attempted only three passes, all a punt and kickoff for a touch111 passes with three touch- against Auburn, and connected down. Richardson has handled
downs and picks. It doesn't on one for a touchdown. But he most of the kickoff returns,
look like much, but it's been has been adept at running the averaging 24 yards on 12
enough to impress his coaches. option, and is ~econd on the returns. Marvin Jackson has
"You can see his confi- . team in rushing with 247 yards returned all the punts, for a
dence growing," Nutt said. "He and two touchdowns. He's solid average of 11.8 yards.
had an excellent first half. He's even ·caught two passes for 21 The kickers have been outnot turning the ball over and yards.
standing as well. Junior punter
getting us in the right plays. He
As a whole, the offense is Richie Butler is averaging 42.6
hit some big plays and kept averaging just a little over 20 yards per kick and sophomore
Brennan
moving the ball."
points per game, but coaches placekicker
O'Donohue has connected on
Catching the ball has see progress.
exclusively been the young
"We ·knew there had to be six of seven field goal
tandem of Richard Smith and some improvement since attempts. They' re allowing just
George Wilson. The sopho- August," Nutt said. "With all 8.9 yards per punt return and
more Smith has a team-leading the youth we have, especially 22.1 on kickoffs.
After a rough start with
30 catches for 300 yards and at quarterback, it's hard to just
young
players,
three touchdowns. Wilson, a go out there and move the ball several
freshman, has 21 catches for up and down the field. We're Arkansas seems to be coming
295 yards and one score. just giving our team the best together nicely and making a
Though a total of 12 players chance to win we can."
run in the SEC. They ' ve played
have each caught a pass this
Where they have been out- a particularly crisp brand of
season, no one else has even standing is on defense. They've football, emphasized by Nutt
come close to double digits or allowed just 18.7 points per following the win over Auburn.
"We're very happy with
found the end zone.
game, good for 22nd in the
Rather then throwing the nation. Particularly strong is the win and the improvement
pass so much, the Razorbacks their linebackers, where senior in all aspects of our team,"
prefer to pound it out on the Jermaine Petty is leading the Nutt said. "We have talked
ground. Junior Fred Talley, the SEC in tackles. He has 88 take- about turnovers a lot this seagrizzled veteran of the offen- downs which moved him to the son and the last two games we
sive skill positions, has 388 inside position this year. Of have not turned the ball over.
yards on 85 carries, good for a those tackles, 55 were unassist- Our
defense
got
some
4.4 yards per carry. He's also ed and 14 were for a loss. He's turnovers at some big moments
run for two touchdowns. His also returned an interception 88 yesterday. There were a lot of
backup, Brandon Holmes, has yards for a touchdown, gotten a heroes and everybody g·ave a
been nearly as effective with sack and forced three fumbles. great effort."
181 yards on 48 carries ·and He's flanked by two sophoFor the Golden Knights to
three touchdowns. . Injuries mores, Tony Bua and Caleb win, they'll have to play one of
have kept him out of three Miller, who have 70 and 63 their best games of the season.
games this season. As a team tackles respectively. They both If they can get some success in
they've gained 867 yards, a have half a sack and three the running game and be relatively mistake free, they'll
3.2-yard average and run for 10 interceptions between them.
touchdowns.
Defensive line is. perhaps have a good shot against a team
The offensive line has its the most experienced area on with a very conservative
share of newcomers as well, the team, boasting two seniors offense. But Arkansas is tough
none more impressive than and two juniors. Tackle at home and has never lost a
freshman
tackle
Shawn Jermaine Brooks, a junior, non-conference game under
Andrews. Starting on the right leads the team with 3.5 sacks. Nutt. Being the team to end
side for the past five games, Fellow junior Raymond House _ that streak could be huge for
he's just the third true freshman is right behind with 2.5 sacks at the UCF program, which still
to get the starting ·nod up front defensive end. Seniors Carlos has an outside shot at making a
in the school's history. He has Hall and Curt Davis each have bowl game this year.
And that would be a statean impressive 21 knockdown over 25 tackles and a sack.
Arkansas starts three ment.
blocks combined in the South
FROM PAGE
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Egg Salad

Bologna & Cheese

(1 mile west of UCF)
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Check out our ADULT Classes!

*Hip Hop * Salsa * Tap
* Yoga *Jazz * Swing
* Latin * Ballet * Pointe
-~'-" ime, evening and weekend classes

10% discount with college ID

Waterford lakJs '!own Center
781!N.1'{ajaya 'fmif
Orfa.aio, 'fl 32828
www.gottadanceonline.com

{407) 380-6620
.

3 Bedroom I 2 Bath Homes
From Under $500 per Month

Up To $12,000 OFF
-Hurry - Limited Time Offer!

.

.
•

DEERWOOD
A Manufactured Home communitv

2 Sparkling Pools
Clubhouse
Recreational Areas

1575 Pel Street • Orlando, FL 32828
2 miles east of Alafaya on East Colonial (Hwy. 50)
(407) 281-6029
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Offensive Player of the Week

"I'm not the most mobile guy, but it
definitely slowed me down in my
drops and things like that. But the
offensive line did a great job of keep_ing people out of my face so I could
step into a pass and throw the ball
downfield."

Thad Ward
The senior wide
receiver caught three
passes for 96 yards,
and scored the first
offensive touchdown
of his career on a 78yard pass from backup
quarterback Brian
Miller in the fourth quarter.

-SOPHOMORE QUARTERBACK
RYAN SCHNEIDER,

on how his sprained left knee
affected him during the game.

"It was a big win for us. We came out
and dropped on them early. Things
just went good for us - there was a lot
of hype coming into this game
because we just signed with the
MAC."

Defensiue Player of the Week

Elliot
Shorter
The senior linebacker,
who has been hampered by injuries this
year, made six tackles,
including one for lost
yardage, recovered a
fumble, deflected a pass and got his first
sack of the season.

Inside the numbers

24
I

I ..

Number of seconds it took UCF to score
its first touchdown of the game.

3
Number of UCF players to score their
first touchdown of the season - wide
receivers Jimmy Fryzel and Thad Ward
and fullback Dee Brown.

15,779
Number of fans that attended the game. It
was the lowest attendance at a UCF home
game since Nov. 20, 1999, when UCF
lost to Bowling Green.

8.0
Yards-per-carry average of redshirt freshman running back Alex Haynes Haynes
is now averaging 4.9 yards per carry this
season, which is the ninth-highest total in
school history.

405
Number of passing yards in the game by
UCF. Starter Ryan Schneider threw for
273 yards in the first half and backup
Brian Miller threw for 132 yards in the
second half. It was the most passing yards
in a game for UCF this season.

"That was the best
game we've
played as a team
all year."

-UCF COACH MIKE
KRUCZEK,

on the blowout win.

ANDRE BEAUCAGE
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-REDSHIRT FRESHMAN RUNNING
BACK ALEX HAYNES,

on beating Akron.

The UCF football team defeated Akron 57-17 Saturday, and set a school record by scoring
50 points in the first half.

Welcome to the MAC:
UCF crushes Akron

"It felt great to score a touchdown in
front of my mom, my fiance and my
little daughter. I got a chance to catch
the ball and really go the distance."

•

-SENIOR WIDE RECEIVER THAD WARD,

on scoring the first offensive
touchdown of his career.

KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRJTER

Alex Haynes ran for 112 yards and
Ryan Schneider threw for 273 as UCF
beat Akron 57-17 Saturday at the Florida
Citrus Bowl.
The Golden Knights scored a UCFrecord 50 points in the first half to put the
game out of reach early. The game was the
first for UCF against a Mid-American
Conference opponent since it joined the
MAC for the 2002 season.
UCF's welcome to the MAC was in
the form of bulletin board material from
Akron's Coach Lee Owens.
"Coach Owens, who I ·have a lot of
respect for. kind of cast the first stone during the week," UCF Coach Mike Kruczek
said. "l got a little report from a Cleveland
paper and he said, 'Well we're going to
give them a brass knuckle welcome to the
MAC conference. We want to set a precedent.'
"I didn't put it up on the bulletin
board, I took it to practice and read it. I
· was fearful that they wouldn't see it." '
Prior to the game the Golden Knights
were given another welcome to the MAC.
The Zips gathered at ntj.dfield over the
UCF logo. Kruczek used this to add more
JOE KALElTA I CFF
fuel to UCF's already burning fire.
UCF quarterback Ryan Schneider played the
''The kids were already lit, but the
game with a brace on his sprained left
flame went as soon as (Akron) went to the
knee, but it didn't hurt his performance.
middle of the field," Kruczek said.
Schneider threw for 273 yards and three
Luther Huggins carried this fire into
lDs.
the game when he took the opening kickoff 80 yards to Akron's 15-yard line. On Zac Derr missed a 35-yard field goal.
the next play, Haynes ran the ball 15 yards Haynes scored his second touchdown of
for the touchdown.
the night on a 1-yard ,.-un with 5:03 left in
Akron quarterback Charlie Frye fum- the first quarter.
bled the ball on his 23-yard line on the
The Zips put their only points of the
Zips' second play. The tQ,rnover set up a half on the board with 47 seconds Jeft in
12-yard touchdown pass from Schneider the first quart~r. Derr maBe a 32-yard field
to Tavirus Davis four plays and 42 sec- goal set up by a 10 play~ 80 yard drive in ,
onds later to put the Golden Knights up which tailback Bob Hendry ran for 48
14-0.
yards.
Akron took the ball .down. to UCF's
PLEASE SEE Victory ON B-8
18-yard line ,on its next possession, but

"I've been waiting
on this for about a
month and a half
now, to get my
chance to get back
out there and do
what I know I can
do. The injury held
me back, and I've
just had to wait my
turn."

Thompson

-JUNIOR CORNERBACK
CARLOS THOMPSON,

on returning from a hamstring injury and
getting his first career interception.

"They disrespected us before the
game. That fired us up, I've never
heard it like this (in the locker room)
in my three years here. That was a
show of disrespect. They'll never do it
again, though."

-WARD,

on Akron dancing on the UCF
logo at midfield before the game.

"We're going to be in a great conference, its a conference that's been
around for a long time. We just want
to show people that we' re going to go
out the~e and try to be contenders."

-SCHNEIDER,

on UCF officially joining the
Mid-Am~rican Conference last week.

"I definitely think both teams don't
really like each other. I'm pretty sure
they don't like us and I know we
don't like them."
.

-SCHNEIDER,

on the growing rivalry
between UCF and Akron

•

•

.,.

.
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11 starters will graduate

from this year's football team
FROM PAGE
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tackles each. Shorter had a particularly big
night, recovering a fumble and getting a
sack.
Comerback Travis Fisher, strong safety
Albert Snyder and free safety Ricot Joseph
will all be lost in the secondary. Fisher, a cornerback, has been excellent at defending the
pass. Saturday, he had two tackles to go
along with 46 this year and two interceptions. Joseph, the free safety, has been very
productive though somewhat unheralded. He
has 76 tackles, second only to Rodriguez,
and 174 in his career at UCF. Snyder has 29
on the year.
On the defensive line, UCF loses right
end Boma Ekiyor and tackle Josh
McKibben. McKibben is one of the team's
best pass rushers, taking the quarterback
down three times this year. He also has 69
tackles. Ekiyor, a native of Nigeria, transferred from Bethune-Cookman in 1999 and
has played for two seasons here. He has 29
tackles and a sack.
They'll be plenty of emotions when all
these defenders line up together for the last
time, feelings that go beyond football.
"You get so close to some of the players
out here," Rodriguez said. ''My roommate,
we've been staying together for five years.
He's like another brother to me. It's just one
thing that you'll never get anywhere else or
doing anything else."

The offense will also lose some seniors.
Wide receiver Thad Ward, the brother of
Fisher, made his Senior Day one to remember, catching the first touchdown of his college career. His other receptions never took
him to the end zone, though he has recovered
two blocked punts for touchdowns.
Starting wide receiver Tavirus Davis
will also be lost. He had a big game as well,
catching two touchdowns. He leads the team
with 39 receptions and now has five scores.
The right side of the offensive line graduates, leaving the Golden Knights to replace
the combined 670 pounds of Steve Edwards
and Willie Comerford. The Golden Knights
will lose some depth at running back with the
departure of backup Terrance Williams.
Even special teams will take a big hit, as
punter/place kicker Javier Beorlegui and
longsnapper Mike Hedge leave. Beorlegui is
up for the Ray Guy and Lou Graza Awards.
· He ranked 24th in the nation in punting average going into Saturday (43.1). Backup long. snapper Bobby Brewin is also a senior.
With the odd event of having Senior
Day in the second to last home game, it
might seem like an extra opportunity to perform in front of a friendly crowd. But
according to Rodriguez, it won't matter.
"I haven't really been thinking about it,
I'm just trying to take it one game at a time,"
Rodriguez said. "I don't think it will really
feel like my last game until the games over
with."

Men's basketball has
positive outlook on season
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

UCF men's basketball
Coach Kirk Speraw summed up
last season: "I don't know that
there was much positive to draw
on. Everything we had was kind
of on the other side of the spectrum. We need some things to
happen positive for us, that we can
latch onto and build from."
Last year's negatives included an 8-23 overall record and a 315 record in the Atlantic Sun.
A positive Speraw hopes to
draw on is the European Tour.
The Golden Knights went 5-1 on
the tour.
''We went over there and
played against some good teams
and played well," he said.
"Hopefully that will be a positive
experience that they can use as a
little bit of a foundation and build
on."
UCF has been practicing
since Oct. 13 and played its first
exhibition game Friday, The
Golden Knights won the game
against England's Birmingham
Bullets 103-101. Joey Graham
led UCF with 17 points, while
Stephen Graham and Ray
Abellard added 13 and Paul Reed
scored 12.
Abellard, a tran sfer from
Pensacola Junior College, also led
UCF with five assists.
Speraw said he has been
impressed by the Graham brothers' progress.
.
"Joey and Stephen Graham

have improved their games from
their freshmen years and are
doing a good job," he said.
Jamon Harmon and Tim
Kiscaden join Abellard as newcomers on the team.
Speraw said the experienced
players are helping out the new
members of the team.
''We've thrown a lot at them,
but it's easier to pick up things
when you're watching other people and they know what they're
doing," he said. ''They've done a
nice job of catching on."
Speraw said he has tried to
focus on the fundamentals in
practice.
''We've tried to stay pretty
basic in our execution and are trying to develop some good habits,
especially on the defensive end,"
he said. 'Trying to stay focused
on the little things and making
sure we're doing the fundamental
things each and every time down
the floor."
Speraw said the team still
lacks consistency, however.
''We get two or three guys
out on the floor doing the right
thing, then a couple of other guys
falling asleep a little bit," he said.
"We have to have all five people
on the same page and executing
correctly, whether it's offensively
or defensively:"
According to Speraw, inconsistency is common at this point
in the preseason. He said he
· would like to speed up the maturing process since the focal point
of the team is still young.

Vict9cy over Akron marred by penalties
FROM PAGE
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Haynes scored his third and final
touchdown of the game with 13: 12 left in
the first half. Following a 21-yard reception,
Haynes ran in for a touchdown from 31
yards out. A personal foul forced kicker
Javier Beorlegui to attempt a 35-yard extra
point, which he made, giving UCF a 28-3
lead.
The Zips went three-and-out on their
next possession and UCF only needed one{
play to score its fifth straight touchdown.
Fryzel caught a pass from Schneider and
took it 54 yards for the score. Fryzel dove
into the end zone, causing an excessive celebration penalty to be assessed on the extra
point attempt, Beorlegui's second 35 yard
PAT.
Following a Frye fumble on Akron's
11-yard line, the ball bounced into the; end
zone where Hendry fell on it for a ~afety.
Following Akron's free kick, Fryzel
made a 39-yard reception and was pulled
down by his facemask. The penalty put the
ball at the Zips' seven-yard line. Three plays
later freshman fullback Dee Brown scored
the first touchdown of his career on a threeyard run.
UCF's final touchdown of the half
came on 33-yard pass from Schneider to
Davis. Another excessive celebration penalty was assessed on the extra point attempt
and a bad snap resulted in an incomplete
pass by Fryzel. UCF went into halftime
leading 50-3.
Brian Miller relieved Schneider in the
second half. Schneider, who was question-

•

.able to start this game becaus.e of an injured
left knee, was i3-for-22 with three touchdown passes.
.
Akron came ouf firing in the second
half, needing just 49 seconds and three plays
to drive eighty yards for the touchdown. The
Zips struck first in the fourth quarter too.
Hendfy scored on a five-yard rush with
12:29 left in the game to make the score 5017.
UCF's offense was stagnant most of
the second half. Its only touchdown came
on a 78-yard reception by Thad Ward. It was
-the first offensive touchdown of Ward's
career.
The Golden Knights committed 14
penalties for 145 yards. Five of those were
either personal fouls or unsportsmanlike
conduct penalties, three of which caused
Beorlegui to line up for 35-yard extra points.
''These kids play emotional football
and they play emotional football particularly in this stadium," Kruczek said.
Doug Gabriel and Rashad Jeanty sat
out the game for the Golden Knights, but
Kruczek expects both to be back Saturday.
Elton Patterson did not practice last week,
but did play in the game. He had two tackles, including a sack.
"(Patterson) came out and toughed it up
and played fantastic," Kruczek said.
Tito Rodriquez led the defense with
eight tackles and Carlos Thompson intercepted a Nick Sparks pass in the third quarter. Elliot Shorter, Antoine Poe and Brent
Bolar each recorded a sack in the game.
Miller finished the game 5-6 for 132
yards and a touchdown pass.

•

,,.

FAU College of Nursing

Caring
Competence
Comp~ssion
Why choose FAU's
College of Nursing?
• RN to BSN courses are
conveniently scheduled
in a one-day format. FAU
also offers innovative
graduate options.

"

•

• FAU offers a unique
approach to nursing
education within a caring
philosophy.

• FAU is a fully accredited
state university.

,_,
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It took you 18 years to get i_
n to college.
It'll take about 18 minutes to pay for it•
•
Your next study break could pay for your education. That is, if you u_se it to
log on to our Web site and find out how easy getting financial support can .
be. Because joining the Air Force ROTC can provide you with up to 100 percent
of your tuition, fees an·d book costs -

plus up to $400 of additional spending

money every month. And money is only the beginning. You'll gain skills you'll
use your entire career -

To find out how, visit

like leadership, team-building and physical fitness.
AFROTC.COM

or call 1-800-522-0033, ext. 2091.
JOE KALEITA

I CFF

The UCF women's basketball team lost an exhibition game last wee~
but the Golden Knights have improved since last year.

\,~
•••
•

Women's basketball
drops exhibition game

U.S. AIR FORCE

KRISTY SHONKA

.

STAFF WRITER

STOCKBROCKER
TRAINEE WANTED
,

FSC Securities

Corporation

•

AS®sld"')'olF"-S.Coipotat>onlA SunAmtncl Coml)lny
MtmblrSIPC

SCHOOL BEGINNING TO WEAR YOU DOWN?
ARE YOU ENERGETIC, CONFIDENT AND
MOTIVATED BY THE OPPORTUNITY TO
CONTROL YOUR OWN DESTINY?
ARE YOU SEEKING A SIX-FIGURE INCOME?
IF SO, THEN A CAREER IN THE BROKERAGE
INDUSTRY MAY BE FOR YOU.

•

IN HIS FIRST FULL YEAR IN THE
BUSINESS ONE FORMER UCF
STUDENT EARNED $125,000
IN 2000.
NEXT YEAR THAT COULD BE YOU.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
TRAINING PROVIDED
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT:
FSC SECURITIES CORPORATION
407-916-1230
EMAIL: FSC@FSCORLANDO.COM

Erin Paige scored 23 points
and grabbed 11 rebounds for the
UCF women's basketball team
Saturday in a losing effort
against the Houston Jaguars.
UCF lost 68-65.
Paige, a junior, missed 14
games last year because of bursitis and a :ruptured posterior cruciate ligament. She said she plans
on staying healthy this season.
"I was very excited," Paige
said. ''This was my first game
back at 100 percent. I'm just
feeling good."
Sophomore
forward
Adrienne Billings scored eight
points and senior Khaliah
Guillory
grabbed
eight
rebounds. The most drastic
improvement for the . Golden
Knights' offense was free-throw
shooting. UCF shot 81.8 percent
from the line, including.15 of 16
in the first half. The Golden
Knights only shot 59 percent last
year.
Sophomore Molly McGriff
did not play in the game after
sustaining two jammed fingers at
practice earlier in the week. UCF
Coach Gail Striegler said that
after she injured them, McGriff's
fingers were about double .their
normal size. Striegler said
Saturday they looked better and
she should be able to practice
this week.
Sophomores Nicole Dunson
and Marvelous Washington both
had been hampered by injuries in
practice. Dunson played 21 minutes, but only shot one-for-six
from the field. Washington only
played for five minutes, but
. scored four points.
"(Washington) was in and

JOE KALEITA

I CFF

Junior Erin Paige is back from
injury and will be one of UCF's top
players this season.
out of practice this week with
some swollen knees," Striegler
said.
She added that Washington
had three fouls and she plays the
san1e position as Paige.
"It's hard for me to ever take
Erin off the floor," Striegler said.
"She needs to be out there the
whole time."
Paige played for 35 minutes.
Striegler said she was
impressed by the progress the
Golden Knights have made since
last year's 10-18 record.
"Overall I thought it was a
very good game for us,"
Striegler said. "Am I happy with
it? No, because I'm never happy
when we lose. We made a lot of
mistakes, but if you compare it
to where we were last year,
we're so far advanced, it's not
even funny."
UCF plays its final exhibition game at 3 p.m. Saturday
against NWBL. The game will
be at the UCF Arena.
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UCF women's soccer holds top seed in A-Sun Tournament True rivalry a
HEATHER PAGLIARA
STAFFWRJTER

The Atlantic Sun Conference women's
soccer regular season is over, and UCF has
put itself in good position for this week's
conference tournament. The Golden Knights
finished the season atop the A-Sun regularseason standings and hold the top seed in the
tournament, which will be held at the UCF
Arena Soccer Field on Nov. 8-10. The six
teams that qualified for the tournament are
UCF, the Campbell Camels, the Florida
Atlantic Owls, the Georgia State Panthers,
the Jacksonville Dolphins and the Samford
Bulldogs. Here is a preview of each team.
• UCP:- (9-1 in conference) UCF is
ranked first in the A-Sun conference. The
team's only loss occurred during a rescheduled game against Florida Atlantic
University, who is tied for the second seed
with Campbell. The score was 3-2. UCF hadn't played a game for a little over a week due
to the Sept. 11 attacks. Their game against
Florida International was postponed.
UCF's overall record is 12-5-0. The
team has won seven straight games in a row.
They averaged about 2.38 goals a game, trailing only FAU, who averaged 2.41 goals a
game.
In individual categories, junior forward
Nicole Cieslak is in the top goal-scorer with
seven, assists leader with five and individual
points leader with 19. Cieslak will definitely
be one to watch in the tournament.
Michelle Anderson will also be a force to
be reckoned with. She has attempted 53 shots
and has 6 assists. Anderson is also on the list

of individual points leaders with 18 points. conference) Jacksonville University is seedCourtney Haarhues is on the list too, with ed fourth in the conference. The Dolphins
five assists. At goalkeeper, Jessica Kuhlman were on a five-game winning streak that was
has allowed 25 goals in 17 games this year. ended by a 2-0 win by Campbell. Goalkeeper
The team has not Jost an overtime game this Stephanie Fowler had her fifth shutout of the
season recently, which earned her A-Sun
season.
• Campbell- (7-2 in conference) Player-of-the-Week honors on Oct. 29.
Campbell has been playing well of late, with Michelle Cadiz is leading the team with eight
a five-game winning streak that ended goals. The team is stronger in the second half,
against conference foe Jacksonville State. taking 117 shots total against 86 by oppoThe Camels have been a more active team in nents. Jacksonville also had more corner
the second half of games, taking more shots kicks (85) than its opponents (57).
• Georgia State University- (5-4-1 in the
and committing more fouls.
Sophomore Sara Davis leads Campbell conference) Georgia State University averwith nine goals. She is also at the top of the . ages more goals in the second half of games.
list for most points with 23. -Goalkeeper Erin Total, however, the Panthers' opponents have
Switalski leads Campbell's goalkeepers, hav- taken two times more shots than them.
Georgia State has taken 121 shots, while
ing allowed only 11 goals.
•Florida Atlantic University (FAU)- (7- opponents have taken 321. The Panthers are
2-1 in conference) FAU is th~ only team that better on defense though, with more saves
beat UCF, 3-2, in the conference. TJ:le Owls than their opponents. The Panthers have had
are currently riding a nine-game unbeaten 122 saves, while their opponents have only
had 64. Ashley Edwards is leading the team
streak, with eight wins and one tie.
Sophomore Jessica Kniotek is a player with nine goals, five assists and 23 points.
• Samford- (4-5-1) Samford is the sixththat opponents need to watch out for. Last
season, as a freshman, she played all 20 ranked team in the A-Sun conference.
games, started 19 of them, and had a total of Lindsay Shanks, a freshman, leads the
five goals and three assists. This year, she had Bulldogs with nine goals this season. Close
two goaJs against Belmont state and two behind is Hayley Kolb, a sophomore who has
scored eight goals this season.
goals against Jacksonville State.
FAU will play Samford on Nov. 8, and
Another sophomore, Lauren Lucena had
two goals in the USP game, and she had her the winner of that matchup will play against
third goal in two games when FAU beat Campbell on Nov. 9. Jacksonville and
Georgia State also play on Nov. 8, with the
Sanford.
Finally, Freshman Kari Kaiser had her winner moving on to face UCF at 7 p.m. on·
first two goals of the season when the team Nov. 9. The Championship game will be held
beat Stetson, 2-0.
at 5 p.m. on Nov. 9, and will be televised live
• Jacksonville University- (6-3-1 in the on Sunshine Network.

first for UCF
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know we don't like them."
And there was more. The
two teams combined for 22
penalties in the game, a number of which were either persona] fouls or unsportsmanlike
conduct calls. UCF's players
accused Akron of spitting in
their faces. Akron's players
accused UCF of late hits.
After the game, a number of
players had to be separated at
midfield to prevent a fight.
Akron's athletics director even
had some angry words for
UCF's coaches. It's safe to say
UCF and Akron are now fairly
bitter rivals.
Having a true rivalry
game wi11 be a first for UCF
since joining Division I-A.
The Golden Knights haven't
yet played an6tber team
enough to establish a rivalry,
but UCF and Akron are both
in the MAC's Eastern
Division, which .means they
will play each other every
year.
So prepare for some firew.orks. This is going to be a
fun series to watch.

JOB FAIR
Forthe new
Recreation and Wellness Center
opening in January 2002.

Date: November 14, 2001
Time: 11 a.m. -6p.m.
Where: New Recreation and Wellness
Center Office (2nd Floor)

How will
you score?
Take a FREE practice test .a nd find out!
Take a 3-hour practice test and find out how ready you are for the real thing,
Receive individual feedback on your test-taking strengths and weaknesses
and team strategies that will help you ace the real test.

..

Saturday, November 1O, 2()01 @ 1O:OOam

JOB OE.ENlblGS.:

RWC- Lifeguards, Climbing Wall Attendants, Aerobic Instructors, Customer Servic
Desk, Fitness Attendants, and Intramural
Sports Officials.
Student Union - Customer Service Desk,
Event Services, and Food Court Attendant.
*Please bring your Driver's License and
Social Security Card.

For more info
call: 823-2,408

University of Central Florida, Education Building, Room 238

Co-sponsored by: American Medical Student Association (AMSA)

Contact us today!

KAPLAN.
1 • 800 • KAP • TEST
kaptest.com
AOL keyword: Kaplan
•rest names are register«! trademarks of their respective owners.

.
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Kappa Delta, Tri Delta win overtime thrillers

•

Jackson 5 moonwalked their way to a 35-32 win over thirdseeded Elements. To this point, lower seeds are 21-17. This
is definitely the year of the underdog. You would think the
In two battles for women's flag football sorority number one seeos in the Men's Recreational Bracket would
supremacy, both Kappa Delta and Delta Delta Delta were have taken a lesson from other high seeds that have been
taken to overtime and each prevailed by a final of 6-0. Tri ousted in earlier rounds. They must have missed the memo.
Delta advanced once agam to the Final Four by beating Zeta Niceville became the first top seed to fall in the tournament
Tau Alpha, who they beat 7-0 in the regular season. Tri Delta . as Kappa Sigma II pulled Qff the upset, 28-22. Kappa Sigma
now awaits the winner of BCM II and FCA. Kappa Delta Il, cheered on by a bleacher full of supporters, played the top
knocked off Pi Beta fbi, setting up arematch of the regular seed straight up until the last five minutes in which they
season tie against defending champion Alpha Xi Delta, who pulled away.
advanced past the Knightmares 13-6.
On Tuesday night,
most hotly contested night of the
In Men's Competitive Action, UnprediQtable was hard to tourn.ament, The 5D's mounted a 17-point second half comeread by Lambda Chi Alpha, and scored 20 unanswered points back to defeat# 1 Pi Kappa Phi 56-53, and shatter their dreams
to win 20-6. All Catch Touchdowns did was cat~h touch- for a Rec League title. The Ballers, fresh off of a first round
downs, as they knocked off Niceville, 26-14. Top-seeded upset, managed to shock second-seeded Eastpoint. Eastpoint
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and BCM I each strolled by their fitst became the second two-seed to fall in the Rec tournament. In
round opponents, and look to make it to the quarterfinals next other opening round action, Third Seeded 305 Boys got taken
week.
to the house by the #6 Free Ballers, 61-43. Delta Tau Delta
grounded the third seeded Funky Flyers 45-41 and in
supreme Cinderella fashion, 13th·seeded Beta Theta Pi ·
Madness prevails in basketball tournament
The Men's Recreational League Tournament has been stunned #5 Phi Mu Alpha 36-31. The action continues into
filled with surprises so far, as the action has been intense. next week in the Education Gymnasium.
Lambda Chi Alpha II sent second-seeded Where's Atilla?
home with a 39-35 defeat. In other upset action, sixth-seeded For more Intramural Corner, log on to www.ucffuture.com
JULIE REEVES

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

presented by
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RISTORANTE & PIZZERIA

407-282-4000
Across from UCF - Open 11 am-4am
(11 am-2am Sun-Wed) FREE DELIVERY!

To get involved in Intramural
Sports, visit imsports.ucf.edu!
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UCF shuts out
Jacksonville to extend
winning-streak

•

ll-

'

The University of Central
Florida women's soccer team
extended its winning streak to
seven consecutive wins, and
eight
in
the
A-Sun
Conference on Friday, shutting out the Jacksonville
Dolphins, 2-0.
Goalkeeper
Jessica
Kuhlman recorded her fifth
shutout of the season. She had
four saves for the team. JU's
goalkeeper, Stephanie Fowler
had one stop for her team.
UCF started out strong,

took advantage_. Brooke Asby
served the ball far left with
Eshelman redirecting the pass
in Fowler's lower left corner.
The Golden Knights outshot the Dolphins 12-9. The
Dolphins are now 6-3-1 in ASun play. UCF improves its
record to 12-5 overall, 9-1 in
the conference. Both teams
will be in the top six teams to
play in the Atlantic Sun
Conference Championship,
which will take place Nov. 810 at UCF.

Blagriff earns first
A-Sun Player of the
Week award

Freshman
Allison
Blagriff earned her first A- ·-·•mchrhn:ost-took-~-iead--in- -51.tn.Piayer-of-theWeek awa1d
the fourth minute, but Becca for the week of Oct. 28. She
Eshelman's · shot went wide scored the
left after a corner kick from game~winOther UCF
Courtney
Haarhues. ning goal in
players of
Freshman Allison Blagriff a 3-2 win
stole the ball from Dolphin against
the week:
defender Yvonna Rowinski at South
midfield, and almost scored Florida and
AMANDA KING
in the 25th minute. Her shot added
JESSICA KUHLMAN
was saved by Tara Greggains. another
NICOLE (IESlAK
The Dolphins also almost goal in a 7scored, but Vanessa Illanes' 0 shutout of
shot hit off the post.
Belmont.
The Knights gained a 1-0 She is second on the team in
· lead by halftime. Patty goals, with five, and third in
MacDowell scored on a pass total points with 14.
from Allison Blagriff. This
Three other Golden
was MacDowell's second Knight players have earned
·Player of the Week honors
goal of the season.
In the second half, both this season. Those include:
teams had a chance to score, Amanda
King,
Jessica
but UCF was the team that Kuhlman and Nicole Cieslak.

,,
c

IT,S A. MAC ATTACK!
Sorne:t:hing very exciting e ~~hg oo U CF fooi±:esll.
~ 1:J-e Knig~ 'l:z!lk:e 1:J-e fil!!!:ld on openhg dl!!'!fy' h 1:J-e
2C02 ~n, they'll joh 1 :3 oi:J-er- tw=!rn=i competing
for- the titile: of M id-.6.rner-ias-i Conference: d-ernpion.
The: MAC, fo rmed h 1 94 6 1 hei:=i 1:1 long tl""l:ld itiion of
ec::ede:n-iic · i:ind ed-t le:tic:: exc:e:lle:nc::e:. The MAC~
!!!!.ld-iool=i 1:1re loc:i:itzd h ~~ =itz:ate:::>; Ohio 1 N=w
York:, M ic::hig:r-. 1 ln::l~ni:i. \'Ve=it V irg h~, I Iii-toe,
i:ind with the ~itiion of UCF1 Flor-idi:i. Over- the
pei:=it SS Yee!~ I tt-.e MAC hi:i=i p r-od~ l:ln
mpre~~ I~ of footf:ell ~t.,.,..1:1~ 1 hclx:ling
leg~r-y NFL Hi:ill of Fl:l'T'le~ P5..!I Br-cNln 1:1f-d
._e:k Li:in-ibe r-t. Fl~t MAC gr-idiron ~~
hclude NFL Pro-Bow le: r- Ri:indy Mo~
(Mi:i~ll,
Mn~tz!I Vkng=i),
~· QB
Q-md P~ hgtcn ( rv'l=lr-~11) i:in::1 Lion='' QB
0-.1:1r-lil!!!: Seii.xTi (~te:l"n Mid-iig:r-.) 1 oo
nl:l'T'le 1:1 few. The sc
en~ ~~ hc::·1u::1e
All·MAC QB Tl!SVl!!I~ Bo~ CTole:dol,
QB Byr-on Left'wic:::l-i (M1:1r-=l-eslD, i:ind
MAC J"l..J!!!!t-iing·d-ernpion ~r- Tll!!IYlorCToledo). ~ peye~ will joh their~ ~ tc mnpet:z: for- 1:1n oppoM:1..nity
'ID repr-~ their- oonfe~ h one
of the MAC~ two po::ro-~n bowl
. ~~: the GMAC Bowl in Mobile:,
A~1:1 1 or- the Mooor- City Bowl h
Pont~, Mic::hi~n.
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i:ind geto ~ oo ro:::k:-tt-e MAC
1:1tt1:1clc:~ Or-l1:1ndo in 2002!
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